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Sketch tor Proposed Gardens at Windmill Island Recreational Development
Prince

Many Gardens Planned

Dedication

the honorary degree,

Docotor of Civil Law.
Monday, April
will

make

dinner meeting of Th,; Econo-

For Windmill Island

Of

Windmill

mic Club of

John Prince,

12, the Prince

a major address at a

,

Township

ment.

j

19, Killed

Detroit.

headed east on Douglas Ave.
and went off the south side of
the road after the right front
wheel dropped off the paveThe car struck the first tree,
located 17 feet from the edge of

Issues

12

the roadway, and glanced off,
While in Detroit,he will also
snapping off the light pole. The
visit the Fermi Atomic Power
Windmill Island is going to be picnicking area will be com- the plantings of trees and oiher
vehicle then struck the second
Plant and will travel to Midbeautiful.
pleted.Black River at this point landscapingmaterials. Among
tree, glanced off it and wrapland to tour the facilities of
Of course, it will take a long Is 180 to 200 feet wide. The varietieslisted are Chinese
ped around the third tree in a
Dow Chemical Co.
time before all plantings are in, canals are much narrower
maidenhair trees, cedars, lilac
nearly upside-down position. The
On his Michigar visit Prince
but plans drawn by Jaap R. de
No cars will be allowed on the trees of many varieties and Prince Bernhard of The NethA 19-year-old Holland youth car’s motor, torn loose in the A total of 12 building permits
Bernhard will be accompanied
Blecourt, the Windmill Island island. All visitors will enter colors, weeping willows,weeping erlands will visit Holland next
by The NetherlandsAmbassa- was killed and a second youth crash, continued for 95 feet were issued in Holland township
gardener who formerly super- >y crossing the authentic draw- birch, sycamores,ornamental month during a four-day trip to
injured when the car they were
along the shoulder of the road during February by Zoning Addor to the United States, Dr.
vised plantings of gardens at bridge across the canal. Fees apple trees, mountain ash, horse
riding in left the road and slam- after the car came to rest.
Carl W A. Schurmann.
Michigan.
ministrator Raymond Van Den
Grand Hotel on Mackinac will be paid at the entranceto chestnut. Lombardi poplars,
med into several trees along
The Prince will dedicate the Heading the committee on Douglas Ave., near Division Prince was employed at Brink. The 12 permits totaled
Island, call for big things.
the development which will be linden trees, white ash, locust,
Meijer’s Thrifty Acres.
arrangements for this visit are
The above sketch was sub- in the vicinityof Lincoln Ave. dark red maples, sugar maples 200-year-old windmill DeZwaan
Walker Cisler, chairman of the Ave., early Sunday.
He is survived by his parents, $94,450.
mitted by de Blecourt at a and Seventh St.
Meanwhile, restoration work Saturday afternoon, April 10.
John Loran Prince of 608 Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur (Bill) Of the total, permits for six
Board of The Economic Club of
Saturday afternoon he will
meeting of City, Council WedAfter the tulip blooming sea- on Windmill De Zwaan is proDetroit, and Gen. L. S. Bork, Central Ave., driver of the car, Prince; five brothers, Calvin of houses accounted for 183,000.
nesday, March 3.
son is completed, de Blecourt’s gressing under the supervision meet representatives of neigh- president of the Economic Club was pronounceddead on arrival
Kalamazoo, David of Holland, These permits were issued to
Windmill Island is located in staff will plant some 62,000 an- of William Diek ) Medendorp of boring communities, and adat Holland Hospital. Edward Mark, Dean and Dwight, all at L. Schaap, lot 78, Pinewood
of Detroit.
dress
a
morning
convocation
at
a bend of Black River at a spot nuals in the tulip beds and other Zuidlaren, Drente, a represenCisler was chairman of the Schaap, 20, of 284 East 26th St., home; two sisters, Sharlene and Manor subdivision,Kenneth Beewhich would be Lincoln Ave. locations. These transplants will tative of the Windmill Society Hope College on the eve of the
Detroit committee in 1952 when riding with Prince, was listed Jacquelyn,both at home, and len, contractor, $13,500; Paul
college's centennial year.
if extended north. The 36-acre include well known varieties in in the Netherlands.
Queen Julianna and Prince in good condition at Holland the maternal grandparents, Mr. Essenburg, lot 83, Pinewood
island plot is made Into an many colors. Among the varieA few years ago Medendorp Holland City Council will Bernhard made an official visit Hospital Monday with lacera- and Mrs. John C. Quist of Manor subdivision, Jay Lankisland by, means of canals ties are ageratum, alyssum, went to Aruba in the Dutch meet in special session this af- to Michigan.
tions and abrasions of the head,
Grand Rapids.
heet contractor, $16,500; Merle
dredged on the property, banked cleone, lobelia, marigolds, nico- Antilles (formerly Dutch West ternoon to adopt a formal resoExterior work on Windmill possible chest injuries and inUmmen, lot 4, Lakewood Manor
by Dutch dikes. Windmill De tiana, petunias,porUnata, salvia Indies) to supervise restoration lution and name a special com- DeZwaan is nearing completionjuries to the left upper arm.
subdivision,John De Jonge conmittee
to
make
plans
for
the
Zwaan which arrived here dis- splendens,snapdragons, verbena of a Dutch windmillthere. He
Ottawa County deputies said Two Cited in Mishap
and placement of the cap will
tractor,$13,500;Harvey Brandt,
day-long visit of the Prince.
mantled last October from and periwinkle.
also supervised restoration of
Prince’s car left the road after
Holland police charged Mar- lots 117 to 122, Waverty addistart Monday.
Willard C. Wichers, midwestVinkel, the Netherlands, appears Next fall, de Blecourt and his the windmill in the famous
This step of the restorationin- coming out of a slight curve on guerite Fitts, 36, of 364 West tion, Overisel Lumber Co. conin the fbcal point, lower center, garden staff start planting treee>, Keukenhof • Gardens in the ern director of The Netherlands
volves several tons of heavy Douglas Ave., about two-tenths 18th St., with failure to yield tractor, $15,000;
Government Information Seron this sketch.
shrubs and laying out island Netherlands.
wood beams, platforms, shafts of a mile east of Division Ave.
cher; lot 33,
When Windmill Island opens developments.The rectangular Windmill De Zwaan dates vice. said the Prince will arrive and gears. First to be hoisted The auto traveled more than 425 the right of way to through trafsubdivision,
self,
next May, only a few of the plots right of center are rose back over 200 years, but had In Michigan on April 9.
by crage will the the cap plat- feet after leaving the road, fic following a two-car accident $11,000; Ivan Barense, lot 33,l
He
will
attend
an
honors
conplantings will be in since the gardens, each planting 100 by stood on its site at Vinkel about
form which will be mounted on striking three trees and a light at 6:25 a.m. today at the inter- Brookwood subdivision, self,
greater share, particularly the
80 years. From base to top of vocation at the Universityof rollers on the milltop’s rim. Next pole, before coming to rest. The section of Ninth St. and Lin- contractor,$13,500.
shrubbery, trees and land- The arrangement left of cen- cap it measures some 85 feet, Michigan. President Harlan
will come the structuralbeams, accident occurred at 2:42 a.m. coln Ave. Police said the Fitts
There were two permits for
scaping, is scheduledthis fall. ter is the formal gardens,and and when the 80-foot sails are Hatcher and the University Regears and the four-ton horizon- Prince was thrown out of the auto collidedwith a car driven remodeling.One is for BeechBy Tulip Time, the visitor left of that the future herb gar- up, is 125 feet tall, the equiva- gents will confer upon the tal drive shaft.
car through the windshield. IBs by Pete Blue, 37, of 45tt East wood Reformed Church, 269
will find Windmill De Zwaan dens. The Frisian bouse and lent of
12Vfe-storybuilding,
Mounting of the 80-foot sails body was found lying in front 17th St. Blue was cited for driv- Douglas Ave., Witteveen brothcompleted as well as the tulip barn is scheduledlater this taller than any building in Hol- mills in the Netherlands. He will be last.
of the car after the vehicle ing on an expired temporary ers contractors, $1,500, and the
fields in bloom, A parking lot year. Future plans also list a land. Hotel Warm Friend is six
supervised the dismantlingof
The first three floors inside came to rest. Schaap was
/ ,
other for Mrs. J. Hofstee, 103
accommodating300 cars and church or a Dutch chapd storieshigh.
the mill in Vinkel last summer. the mill have been completed, pinned in the wreckage behind
Clover Ave., Edwin Harrington
the posthouse or reception cen- Picnicking will be in the area
Medendorp is descended from His work in the restorationhere along with stairways to all five the steering wheel for more
A total of 1,775 persons have contractor, $350.
ter south of the island will be between the river and the ser- a long line of millwrights and
is the reverse of the dismantling floors. Finishing touches re- than 90 minutes while workmen attended the Holland Home
A permit was issued to Rom
ready. Certain paths and a ser- vice road to the right of the millers in the Netherlands. He
proiect, plus repairs and some main. Millstones and gears are and deputies used cutting torch- Show in the Civic Center as 978 Park Kotor Hut, 620 Butternut
vice drive around the north windmilland tulip fields.
is considered the No. 1 expert replacementsfor some of the yet to be put into position on es and hacksaws to free him. persons visited the displays
to • commercial addltton
perimeterof the island, and a
De Blecourt’s skeU* shows on building and restoring wind-, age-old parts. <
the fourth floor.
Deputies said Prince was Wednesday night.
or $5,000,self, contractor?
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HOME SHOW OPENS-Miss Bonnie Tim-

CAMPAIGN-Mn. Donald Kimbor (loft) shows Hit orongc-andblack "S" sign similar to those found in

"SAFETY HOME"

Homes"
Jacob Van Hoff.

the Lincoln School district "Safety

to Holland police chief
At right is Lincoln School PTA president
Mrs. Marvin Klomparens.Some 58 of the

'Safety
Is

PTA

mer, Miss Holland, cut the ribbon in the
traditional opening ceremonies at the
Holland Home Show Tuesday in the Civic
Center. On hand to witness the ribbon cutting were Mayor Nelson Bosman (second
from right) and show manager Dwight
Ferris (center).Also on hand (left to right)
were Ed Shidler, Holland Exchange Club
president; Joe Moran, Civic Center mana-

signs are displayed in homes in the Lincoln
School district, and in emergenciesschool
children may seek help at homes displaying

the signs. The "Safety Home" plan of
Lincoln School PTA is designed to help
protect school childrenon their way to
and from
(Sentinel photo)

’

SCHEDULE PROGRAM —

Miss Karen Huyck, soprano t.om
Sheboygan, Wis., and Kelwin Bakker, pianist, from Holland. Hope
College students,will appear in a program Thursday at 8:15
p.m. in Snow Auditorium on the Hope College campus. Miss
Huyck will be accompaniedby Gloria Mooi, pianist, from Cold-

Engaged

Ave.

water. Mr. Bakker
Myrtle

Project

Members of the Lincoln School
PTA are taking action on a
problem that is of concern to
all of the district’s parents and
teachers— the problem of chilGordon Isenga, of Faith Redren’s safety while walking to formed church in Zeeland, rendered vocal solos on Sunday evenand from school.
Under the leadership of Lin- ing at the church services. He
coln School PTA president,Mrs. was accompanied by Wayne
Marvin Klomparens, the PTA Cotts. The Senior choir sang at
has adopted a “Safety Home” the morning service.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cotts replan, an idea which originated
turned
home after a two week
in Californiaand is now being
used in Lansing, Kalamazoo and vacation in Fla.
Services will be observedtothe Prairieview district of Batday for the annual Day of Praytle Creek
“Safety Homes” are identi- er for Crops and Industries.A
fied by a bright orange card prayer meeting will be for the
with a black letter “S” displayed evening service. After prayer
prominently in a window or the Light Bearers Society will
door. The homes are stcattered serve lunch in the. Fellowship
evenly throughout the school Hall. This project is an annual

two to four homes event and the proceeds go to
situated on both sides of the missions. The offering at both
services will go for Hope Colstreet in every block.

district with

The Lincoln School PTA has lege.
Thursday evening the Service
stressed to both parents and stuGuild
will have their annual
dents that these “Safety Homes”
are to be used in emergencies supper in the Fellowship Hall
at 6:30. At 8:30 p.m. the men
only. In case of sudden storms
illness,accident, or if a stu- are invited to meet with the
dent is bothered by strangers, Vriesland Brotherhood. Max
he can go to a “Safety Home” De Pree of Zeeland will be the
speaker.

The

local church has received

by letter Mrs. Arie Mast of
that the plan is the result of
the
Beaverdam Christian Remuch hard work by members of
the PTA board whose job it is formed church.
Carl Lodenstein who submitto contact home owners who
have volunteered for the pro- ted to surgery Monday at Butterworth Hospital is conject.
Lincoln district, which in- valescing at his home. His wife
cludes the area north of 16th is the former Sharon Nienhuis
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
St., between River and Fairbanks Aves., now has 58 “Safe- Nienhuis.
Mrs. Alice Arendson remain
ty Homes.” Because of the size
of the district, some 100 to 125 at the home of her niece in
“Safety Homes” are needed, Grandville.
Any families who are willing
Mrs. Klomparens said.
to share their home with a memEach volunteer for the “Safety Home” plan is thoroughly ber of the Northwestern college
checked out by the PTA board, choir are asked to report tu Dr.
and complete lists of “Safety Prins. The choir will give a
Homes” are on file with the concert in the church auditorium on Mar. 22 on Monday
Holland Police Department and
Lincoln School office as well as evening.
On April 4, the RYCF will
PTA files.
Mrs. Klomparens said that sponsor a “Sing Along with
Dale” after the church service.
the response to the plan so far
has been excellent in the Lin- Dale Ver Meer is a former
coln district.However, more- member here, now residing in
Kalamazoo.

volunteers are needed, she said.
On March 19 the local PT A.
Interested persons can contact
will sponsor a Penny carnival
either Mrs. Klomparens or Mrs.
Donald Kimber, Lincoln PTA at the local school.
March 25 the regular quartreasurer
membership
terly meeting of teachers and
chairman.
officerswill be held. The Rev.
Holland polke chief Jacob
J. Blaauw of Beaverdam will
Van Loff was enthusiasticabout
the “Safety Home” plan. He be the speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Klooster
said it was heartening to see a
group with such concern for and Mr. and Mrs. John Myaard
are expected to return to their
the welfare and safety of Holhomes here after spending sevland’s children.
“We hope all the PTA’s in the eral weeks in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur SmalleHolland area will join hands to
gon
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
make this a yearly city-wide
Roelofs are spending three
project for the safety and welweeks in Fla.
fare of all our children,” Mrs.

and

Klomparens said.

Ben Bergman
Seek Driver Involved
In Three-Car

Mishap

Holland police were looking
for the driver of the third car
involved in a three-car accident
at 7:05 ajn. today on 16th St.

Succumbs

at

63

is

Show

Wednesday
through Friday from 6 to 10 p.m. and
Saturday from 2 to 10 p.m. with special
entertainment planned each night at 7:30
and 9:15 p.m. Proceeds of the show will go

to the Goodfellows Foundation of the
Holland Exchange Club. (Sentinelphoto)

(Hope photo)
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Last week Tuesday Mr. and
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At West UttO WQ

Young

Loses,

73-64

Seminar Series

To Lowell

X

their unbeaten string to

19

Bye Birdie" straight while Codch Art Tuls’
Peoples Society held their regu- t,,
,6
squad ended the season with a
lar meeting M. De Jonge led ;
14-7 mark. Lowell will now meet
Bible lesson, and Duane Cafet5rium
Cedar Springs tonight at 8:45
Harsevoort was in charge ol|
rew CMhalrmen are p.m. while Whitehall, victors
devotions
Carol Brand and Nancy Rouw- over Godwin, take on East
Next Sunday the Rev William
horst assisted by Linda Baar, Christian at 7 p.m. in the other
Masselink will conduct the servDiana De Feyter, Dale dagger, semi-final tilt.
ices and the Lord's Supper will
Janice Laarman, Pat Nykerk,
Lowell pulled away in the
Donna Mae Zwyghuizen be observed.
Pat Plakke, Maria Silva, Mary final two minutes for the vicMr. and Mrs. John Zwyghui- Mr. and Mrs. James Roon left Kay Bock and Rita King under torv after leading 64-63 with
last week for Florida
the direction of Miss Nancy 2:29 left. They led 68-63 with
zen of 319 West Main St., ZeeMiss Rita Wolf was a supper
Norling are wielding hammers, 1:11 left in the game and then
land, announce the engagement guest at the home of Mr. and
saws and paint brushes as they
of their daughter, Donna Mae, Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch Sun- constnjct comple, rnterior upped the margin in the final
minute on foul shots as Chrisof the Mac Affe home in
to Raymond Jon Ammeraal, son day evening Rita and her
tian threw out the patterned debrother, Daniel,are stayingwith Sweet
Ohjo
where
Con.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Amfense in an effort to get the ball.
their grandparenLs.
and rad
teenage
meraal of route 1, Zeeland.
Holland Christian led 61-60
A Sept. 10 wedding is being Mre. Ralph Bouwman this week, singing star, spends a few days with 4:02 left in the game and
and plan on staying at the home before leaving for the army,
planned.
appeared to be in a good spot
of their aunt, Mrs. Henry Mar- Mjss ]s|orma Longstreet is
to stop the Red Arrows. Howtime, next week while their directing the costume coramitever a couple of easy under the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob tee composed of Ann Dick and
basket retrievesfor four points
WoH, route 2, West Ohve, are Sharon Kiekintveld,co-chair- squelched the Maroon hopes.
vacationmgin
men Mary Brionez, Marie CoffDespite the closeness of the
Mrs. Peter Bruins from North mant Kathy Haight, Bobbie
game all the way, the telling
Blendon and Mrs. Stanley Har- Hicks, Vicki Hoffman, Rita
i blow to the Christiancause was
sevoort of Rusk were hosts at King, Arlene Kroll, Sandy
the ineffectivenessin handling
surprise bridal shower in > Meengs. Ann Tibbett. Ruthann
the big Lowell forward wall on
honor of their neice, Miss Mar- Uithoven, Judv Van Slopten
the boards. Led by 6’7” Tim
lene Vanden Bosch of Rusk
Qn the lightinganrT sound Nelson, 6'5" Duane Mclver and
Thursday evening at the Harse- Crew are Sandra Brand, chair6’2" Paul Kropf the winners
voort home Games were played man, Bob Jacobs, Ted Raak
completely controlled the
and duplicate prizes were Mike Young and Mike Eastman boards, limitingthe Maroons to
awarded. A two course lunch and members of the publicity just one shot while getting two
was served The table was committee are Ruth Vander and three themselves. In addidecorated with a bride doll hold- Haar, Linda Tubergen and
tion to several tip-ins off the
ing a small pink umbrella. Pink Linda Flamboe. co-chairmen,
rebound, the big rebounding
candles completed the decora- Jim Bjorum. Kathy Haight. Pat
trio had Holland in real foul
Hoving. Joen Hudzik, Sue Klooz. trouble.
Guests present were Mrs. Shelly Kolean. Ron Kragt, Jill
Christian’sentire forward wall
John Boersema, Mrs. Lester Lubbers. Nan Raphael, Ann Tib- of Harold Alferink,Tom WedeBoersema, Mrs Irwin Boerse- belt, Carol Vanden Bosch and ven and Paul Steggerda all
ma, Mrs. Gelmer Boetsma, Pat Vander Yacht.
had three fouls and had to be
Miss Linda Van Hemert Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch
In chareg of makeup are
i benched for almost the entire
Miss Lola and Vivian Vanden Mary Japinga and Judy RingeThe engagement of Miss Bosch all of Rusk Also Mrs. wold, co-chairmen,Judy Ben- second quarter
Linda Van Hemert to Jon G. Hermen Vanden Bosch, Mrs. nett. Joen Hudzik, Jan Koetje, Tom Deur, one of the finest
all around guards ever to perVan Lente, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lamar from Borculo, Mrs. Paula Mitchell.Sue Nutile!
form at Holland Christian, bowJ. Gerald Van Lente of 511 Arthur Nykamp and Sandra of Renate Schmechel. Barbara
ed out in championship style
Lakewood Blvd., is announced Zutphen,Miss Sharon, Beverly Woltman,Linda Zone and Steph- and was the game’s outstanding
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Patricia Bruins from North anie Karsten.
performer.He again displayed
R. J. Van Hemert of 235 West Blendon. the hosts, and honored
great form and shooting to lead
22nd St.
guests. Miss Vanden Bosch will
First Reformed Church
all scorers with 28 points. He
Miss Van Hemert will be become the bride of Roger
received fine support in the back
Guild
Holds
Meeting
graduatedin June from Calvin Nykamp of Zutphen April 9.
from Larry Klaasen who gave
College.
Mrs. John Harsevoort of ZeeThe Guild for Christian Ser- a good account and netted 14
Mr. Van Lente is attending land spent Saturday afternoon
vice of First Reformed Church points.
Western Michigan University at the home of her children.
Although Mclver and Bob
met Thursday evening in the
where he is affiliated with the Mr. and Mrs. Stanley HarseElzinga turned in strong games
fellowshiphall
Epsilon Phi Tau fraternity.
voort and boys. Saturday eveGuests for the evening were for the Red Arrows, it was big
An August wedding is plan- ning the Harsevoorts along with
,
n
members of the Guild from Nelson who caused the Maroons
ned.
Mr and Mrs. John Boersema Third Church
the most trouble. He played a
Vlslted Ben Vugteveen who is
Devotions were led bv the rugged game on both boards
DUaT'anH
iw7 on Mr. Rev'
Norden Special and hit well to lead his team
Gertrude Stein Seminar
pital, and alsoSL
called
musjcRusse11
was furnish
with 24 points. Only four playBoersema s sister, Mrs. George ! Russel! Hopkins who sang "I ers scored for Lowell, although
Planned for Tuesday
RanH U 81 her h0me ‘n Am Nl)l Wo^y.” and "No One all hit for double figures. KempThe Woman’s Literary Club rrtnrf
Grand
| understands Like Jesus."
ker made just one substitution
Literature Seminar will meet
Several children from this j President Mrs. Goldie Welling in the game.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. to explore vminity have been having the i introducedthe speaker Mrs®
Neither club had a hot shoot-
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Rapids.

Gertrude Stein’s

intellectual

passion for exactitude, clarity
Benjamin Bergman, 63, of 267 and her belief that “only the
East 14th St., died at his home present is real.”
Experimentalphrases like “a
Tuesday afternoon.
Surviving are the wife, Tena; rose is a rose is a rose” make
five sons, Benjamin of Lansing, Miss Stein ridiculed but rememRonald of Holland, Jerald, Rog- bered. They make readers think
er and Melvin at home; three about their sentence structure.

measles•

iast'^iT^rHeld

minutes.

w

i

^

I

Stanley

Boven, who

reviewed

Mr, and Mrs. John Vugteveen the book, “Time To Speak."
visited their brother Ben VugteMrs. Welling gave the closing
veen Sunday evening at the St. thought.
Mary's Hospital.
The program was in charge
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Wierda of the Van Tatenhove Circle
of Grand Rapids were Sunday and hostesses were members of
guests at the home of their the Norden Circle and the exparents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman ecutive board.
Wierda. They also attended

the present

At the free throw lane. ChrisNext year's series, again to
tian hit on 18 out of 23 attempts be led by Mrs. William G.

while Lowell connectedon

21

Winter Jr

out of 31 tries
Holland Christian (64)

f

Kalmink,

Wedeven, f .... 4
Alferink, c ...... 0
Deur,
...... 12

g

-

, will

be on Ameri-

women writers, the first on
FG FT PF TP humor covering both cartoons
1 2 1 and books, namely Helen Hokin.... 0

g

Klaasen.
.... 5
Steggerda. f .... 1
Sharda. f ..... 0
Berhoef, c ...... 1

3
3
4
4
3
o
0

can

4

11 son and Jean Kerr;; the second
3 on drama, and the third on
2 28 poetry.

4
l

14

4
2
2

5
0
2

(73)

A ^

Florida.

»« ...

finale

ing into the
made Tuesday for the Woman's
big and rugged Lowell basketThf
count was tied three Literary Club followinga stimuball squad bumped Holland
lating discussiondevoted to th,
Christian from the regional
tourney here Tuesday night by a two point bulge on one occa- unusual styling of the late Gerstopping the Maroons.73-64 be- sion and a one point advantage trude Stein, the American writer
fore a jampacked crowd of over
on two others but couldn't who initiatedand successfully
3,000 fans.
stretch it. Meanwhile the Red defendeda new
, of re.
In winning. Coach Jack Arrows hung on doggedly until
Kempker’s Red Arrows ran they pulled away in the final petitionscomposition geared to

c

,
^

th

New

Literature

EAST GRAND RAPIDS - A

'Crews Prepare

Mrs. Henry De Jonge returned a ,
home after spending severaL

Sunday evening

Club Plans

23 18 21 64

Lowell

FG FT PF TP
Kropf, f ...... 6
Mclver, f ...... 6
Nelson, c .......
Elzinga,
.... 7
McMahon, g .... 0
Beimers. g ..... 0

g

15
14
24
20

3
2

10
6

0

0

Tuesday afternoon's seminar. held before a cheery fire
in the club library, was devoted
entirely to the revolutionary
Miss Stein, a genius whose unusual style is understood better
by other geniuses than by the
casual reader, but whose influence on art and literatureis
stronger today than during her
heyday in Paris precedingher
death in 1946

Gertrude Stein, Mrs. Winter
said, came under the influence
of William Jones while attend73 ing Radcliffe.A brilliantstudent, she prepared for a medical career at Johns Hopkins but
a week before graduatingshe
scrapped her medical career,
ditched her exams and took off

0

0

—
Mrs. Meengs, 84,
Dies

in

Wyoming

urvrM.nTo
WYOMING — Mrs Alice

where she was joined
by Alice B Toklas as a comMeengs, 84 died Monday even panion, manager and general
ing at her home. 2445 Meyers Girl Friday.
St , Wyoming, followinga short To Gertrude Stein, only the
present was real and her writMrs Meengs was born in mgs reflected the continuous
Vriesland and was a member present, its repetitiousphrases
of the B e v e r 1 y Reformed mirroring sustained thoughts
Church of Wyoming
often interrupted by incidental
*or Par‘s

'hness

Surviving are three sons, Nel- developments. This revolutionson R Meengs of East Lansing,ary concept cut through the
the Rev Chester Meengs of (Victorian period, setting up a
Chicago and Lorenzo Meengs of period of intellectual change in

Zeeland, two daughters,the Europe. Miss Stein was the first
Misses Grace C. Meengs of lo recognize the merit of
Detroit and Gladys Meengs at cubisia ... the art of Pablo
home; seven grandchildren: picas’0- which was but an artistir expressionof her own
four great - grandchildren;
brother, Marinus Den Herder of composition Picasso was a
regular visitorat Miss Stein's
Zeeland.
shrine, along with Hemingway,
Matisse. Sherwood Anderson

and other renowned writers

Allendale

and artists.
Relativesand friends from
Best known for her repetitious
here attended the funeral ser- “Rose is a rose is a rose”
vices
Fannie phrase. Miss Stein employed
rpi Saturday for Mrs. ------Fepbiias of Coopersville who this first in 1903 in “Sacred
died on Wednesday at the Grand Emily” and again in 1917. This
Hcuen Hospital.Mrs. Elenbaas repeated phrase was painted

i

.

n

rfaAi^ei°irmer Fannie Alderink in a chain which

mImIL
to hpr
to her

hoip%R|0STa ,re urned
home Saturday from St.

derwent Surgery
Littlo

^

ThnmL

and

Mrs .^Dale8

P

became the

Stem cresl and trademark.The

^
,

Stein concePt is still controver.
sial today, but it has ooened

unV many d7Ks to stimulatingSinklnS- and her “portraitswith

w

otgeter

1
r

”

ing night, both hitting below
Mrc Worm on u w^munisarZ and the action moves in
their 40 per cent averages.
Christian hit on 23-71 for about
tered the Holland H«piS
Jr8™1*3 rather Umn seIlten32 per cent while Lowell conWednesday and submitted to!
nected on 26-75 for about 35 eye surgery on Thursday.Her
iv
per cent.
address is 10728 Paw Paw Drive, i
DlSCUSSCS
Christian had the better of
in care cf James Lokers, Hoi- u/rr.

'

S

'

j

OfOUD

Michigan

during the first quarter breakland
ing away from a 5-5 tie to build
, One of the drivers involved,
The speaker at the Country
“Her tastes and intuitions
daughters,
Mrs.
Fred
Van
Wierup
seven
and
eight
point
marJudith A. De Witt, 23, of 803
Farm on Thursday evening will
have been triumphantlycon- afternoon services.
en,
Mrs.
Hilda
Reum
both
of
West 25th St., was charged by
Speech Contest Winners gins during the latter part of be Larry Kuzee. Music will be
firmed by the years,” says John
the period. Deur hit for eight
police with failure to main- Holland, and Jereen at home;
L. Brown, “for the obscure
Named at Zeeland High and Wedeven and Klaasen four furnished by Alice Van Farowe
tain an assured clear distance seven grandchildren; three
and Marcia Brower.
painters she once collectednow Eagles Auxiliary
Zeeland s Local Interpretative each to send the Maroons out to
after her car struck the rear brothers, Henry of Hamilton,
The annual first C.R.C. father
dominate
French
art,
and
the
Hold
Routine
Aleef
contest was held Thursday a 19-11 bulge at the quarter.
of a car driven by Muriel K. Herman of Kalamazoo and
and
son banquet was held last
young American writers who
morning, in the Zeeland High
The losers kept the advantage Tuesday evening in the assemGuiles, 23, of 148 East 18th St. George ot Holland; six sisters,
Mrs.
Delia Van Huis, presiwere
first
known
through
her
School auditorium. The win- and led 27-20 with 5:38 remain- bly room.
Police said the driver of the Mrs. Hattie Capel of East Sauefforts in Paris have come to dent of the Eagles Auxiliary,
ners, first and second respec- ing in the half. Then fouls bethird auto involved in the mis- gatuck, Mrs. Dick Lenters, Mrs.
The Magnachords will present
determinethe directionof con- presided at a regular meeting tively, were Jay Vanden Bosch
gan to take their toll on the a sacred program of music on
hap apparentlyleft the scene Frances Meiste, all of Holland,
temporary
prose.”
of the crash because damage Mrs. Bertha Ham of California,
of the group Tuesday evening reading “He Knew Lincoln” Maroons as the burly Lowell Sunday evening March 14, at
Mrs. Jack Veraay of Cincinnati,
to his car was light.
at which time announcement and Jan Kalfsbeek giving “Gen- front line got good positionun- 8:45 p.m. at First Christian
Ohio, Mrs. Grace Van Huis of
eral Booth Enters Heaven.” der the baskets, forcing the
Reformed Church, sponsored bv
was made of a District 7 meet- There was a tie for third going
Muskegon; one brother-in-law,Breakins Solved
fouls. Lowell hit on 12 out of the Ruth
y
Ticketed After Mishap
JENISON
Three
school
ing to be held in Big Rapids to Margaret Watt and Kay Ver 17 free throws in the second
John Nyhof of Holland.
Dena H. Brink, 52, of 606
breakins have been solved with March 14 at 2:30 p.m.
Plank.
period alone and it might have
Elmdak a, me cited by Hola confession by a 16-year-old A delinquentreport was given Others participatingwere been worse if Tuls had not Cite Driver in Mishap
land police for failingto yield Put Out Fire
Jenison youth who has admitted by Mrs. GeraldineAustin and Julie Kroontje, Leigh Bouwens,
called for a stall with 2:40 reHolland police cited Jean S.
the right of way after the car
Holland firemen were called to Deputy Cornelius Vanden the audit report by Mrs. Fran- Daryl Veneklasen, Mary Browmaining
in the first half.' As. a Stuart, 58, of 193 West Ninth
she was driving collidedwith a to the Hekman Rusk Co., 418 Bosch that he entered Jenison ces Sroka. Initiation will be held
er, Dawn Karsten, Terry Klein- consequencethe Maroons hung St., for disobeying a stop sip
second auto at 6:20 p.m. Tues- West 18th St., at 5:15 p.m. Christian Junior High School for Mrs. Emma Clauson at the
heksel, Sharon • Bemheksel, on with a 33-33 deadlock at following a twtKar crash Tuesday at the intersectionof 26th Tuesday to put out a fire in «n on two occasions Feb. 18 and next regular meeting, March
Marty Vander Kooi, Janice halftime.
day afternoon at the intersecSt. and Columbia Ave. Police oven and roof vent. Firemen 25, and the Baoerwood school 23.
Boonstra and Charleen Zimmer.
Tuls came out in a zone de- tion of Seventh St. and Columbia
identified the driver of the sec- said the blaze wa* caused by Feb. 23. He obtained $55 in the x Prizes were won by Mrs.
The judges were Mrs. John fense in the third period to pro- Ave. Police said the Stuart auond car involved in the mishap an accumulation of dust in the two Jenison breakins, the depu- Austin, Adeline Van Dam, Mrs. Smallegans and Mrs. Jack
tect his foul ridden startersand to collidedwith a car driven by
as Jean Ruth Ebeis, 34, of 118 vent. Damage was minor, fire- ty said. The boy was turned over Sroka, Janet Raffenaud, Jean
Miller. Mrs. Marie Saunders the move paid off although
Howard G. Menken, 32, of 504
East 22nd St.
men said.
to Ottawa juvenile authorities. Kuhlman and Edna Mac Donald. was the advisor.
Lowell did manage to outscore Woodland Ave. '

near Ottawa Ave.

Home

Tuesday. The show will be open

the Maroons 18-16 in the period.
The winners looked better offensively against the zone defense than they did against the
man for man, particularlyas
they hit for 9-17 in the period.
Elzinga was the big gun from
Plans for another literature
out, connecting on five for
points. It was 51-49 Lowell go- seminar series next year were

Christian

the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bakker, 754

Rusk

Forest Grove

Mrs. Klomparensexplained

of 800 persons attended the

school.

Homes

for help.

and' Ed Lindgren, show chairman. A total

it

Circle.

Windmill Traff
The

traffic

1C

and Safety Com-

mission discussed problems of
increased traffic due to Windmill Island and other problems
with Cecil Simmons, traffic engineer for Grand Rapids, Tues-

day

night.

Simmons also talked about
commission look into a traffic
signal for Eighth St. and Lincoln

Aye. to help with traffic to Windmill Island.

Simmons

also talked aboutt

traffic problems at the intersection of River Ave. and Pine Ave.

and at the intersectionof 32nd
and Michigan Ave. Simmons, Chief of Pohce Jacob Van Hoff and Henry
Vander Plow, chairman of the
commission plan to make on»t., Washington Ave.

srte studies of the intersections

m

the near future.

The commission also heard a
report on a proposal by the state

2Wa?deP“
routes through the

for 0A*way
city.
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Planning Session Held

Graafschop

For Liquor

For Attic Special

Violations

“Attic Specials

Four Zeeland youths were

A

Thomii De Free
and Mrs. Leo Salisbury.
The “special lift shop" wiil
Bests" event to bo held at The
be headed by Mr*. W. J. Van
Woman’s Literary Chib on April Dyke, and will feature unused
90, took place in the dub din- new gifts and extra new-Mke
items. Financialarrangements
ing room on Friday. .:
Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker, presi- will be handled by Mrs. John
dent, announced the appoint- Van Dyke and Mrs. Gerald
ment of special chairmen and Rocks. Mrs. Albert Nutfle will
division duties. She will be do a children’sattraction
Members are asked to bring
assisted by Mrs. Jerome Counihan and Mrs. S. Walter gulp- as many of the above items as
rs, general divisionchairman. they can, also paper bags,
Assignmentswere: Division I boxes, coat hangers, string and
-hats and jewelry, Mrs. Theo- wax paper. Items may be
dore Van Oosterhout and Mrs. brought to the club after April
Nells Bade; Division H and HI IS, and no later than April 29,
-coffee kletz and baked goodies, except perishable goods.
The next general chairmen’s
Mrs. Andrew Dalman and Mrs.
John Larion; DivisionIV — meeting will be held at the club
household goods, furniture, on April 21 at 9:30 a.m. Mrs.
books, toys, miscellaneous, Mrs. Counihan and Mrs. Salisbury
Richard Bouws and Mrs. J. C. provided refreshmentsat this
meeting.
Jander; Division V and VI

fin-

ed in Municipal Court Thursday
for violationsof the liquor lawt

Bruce Wipers, 19, Nicholas
Boss, Jr., 19, and Earl Allen
De Witt, 19,

all of route 3, Zee-

land, were each fined $34.70 and
given suspended15-day Jail sentences for minor in possession
of alcoholicbeverages. The

Event

jail

terms were suspendedprovided
there are no more violationsof
the liquor law for two years.
The three pleaded guilty to the
charge.

Ronald L. Brouwer, 21, of
route 3, Zeeland, paid $24.70
and received a suspended 15-day
jail sentence after pleading guil-

planningaesakn for

and

the! clothing,Mr*.

Second

—

ty to furnishingliquor to minors.

His jail term was suspendedon
conditionof no further violations
for one year.

Annual Book

Fair

Held

At St Francis de Sales

Lester Ohlman, agent for
Crestview Ranch Market, route
I, Zeeland, paid $28.90 after

Man Fined

A book fair was held at St.
Francis de Sales Roman Cathopleading guilty to a violationof
lic School last Sunday and 140
the meat law. Lee Rice of the
new books were donated to the
Michigan Department of Agrischool library.
culture Food and Standards
Prior to the school book fair
James L. Smith, 28, of Allen
Division signed
complaint
a poster contest with the slogan Park pleaded guilty in Municicharging that the market sold
“Eyes on the World” was held. pal Court Tuesday to false preground beef had 26 per cent
Students winning were William tenses, and received a suspend20 per cent fat content. The
Heydens, first prize, $5; Valer- ed 90-day jail sentence and fine
ground beeg had 26 per cent
ie Zych, second, $3; Patricia and costs of $54.70.
fat content.
Drummond, third, $2; Kathryn The jail sentence was susA
student
exchange
program
Dole B. Boss
Dave Hackney, 19, of 649
Aman, fourth,$1.
with Traverse City Junior High
pended on condition of no fur(Bulford photo)
Tennis Court pleaded guilty to
Essenburg Real Estate Co. to
Essay contest winners from
is
being
planned
by
the
local
Gloria Faye Lubbers, 6835 cally to the honor attendant.
trespassing on private property
Donald J. Rietman k wf. Lot the school who entered the Jay- ther violations in one year.
Smith was charged with inand willfullytampering with South Division, Grand Rapids, Jay Boss was best man, E.E. Fell Junior High School
50 Maywood Park Sub. Twp cee contest on “What My Gov*
Senate. It will take place durtending to defraud or cheat Dagroomsmen
were
Andrew
Venproperty not his own, and re- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Holland.
ernment Means to Me” are vid Linn of Bay Haven Marina
der Weide and Ken DUimstra ing the week of March 15.
ceived a 14-day jail sentence
Justin Deters k wf. to Henry Kathleen Pathuis, first; Shirley
H. Lubbers of route 5, Holland, and ushers were Calvin Lubbers
The exchange will include
and a six-months extension of
Postma & wf. Lot 8 Pinewood Monhollen, second; Patrice by using a false check as rent
six students, a boy and a girl
for a boat. The check was for
his current probation. Hackney became the bride of Dale B. and James Wuis.
Manor Sub. Twp. Holland.
Chambers, third.
from each of the seventh, eighth
$67.31.
Boss
of
4015
Melrose
Los
For
the
occasion
the
mother
reportedly walked into a home
Arnold Genzink & wf. to Carl
and ninth grades who will atKeith Earl Compagner, 21, of
Angeles,
Calif.,
son
of
Mr.
and
of
the
bride
chose
a
two-piece
J.
Hallett
&
wf.
Lot
83
Plason 13th St. without the owner’s
tend
school
there
for
a
week.
route
3 received fine and costs
Mrs.
Henry
Boss
of
Martin,
in
wool dress of royal blue with
man’s Sub., City of Holland.
permission, and hit a mail truck
of $38.90 and a suspended154ay
an
evening
ceremony
last
Fri- white accessories and a corsage Miss Vida Harper, faculty adDonald J. Rietman & wf. to
with a snowball.
viser, said that purpose of the
jail term after pleading guilty
Dennis J. DeWitt & wf. Lot 50
Anthony James Raffenaud, 18, day in Graafschap Christian of white carnations and red
exchangeis to obtain new ideas
to selling liquor to minors. The
Reformed
Church.
roses.
The
mother
of
the
groom
Maywood Park Sub. Twp. Holof 870 WoodbridgeSt. and
which will contributeto the betsentence was suspendedon conThe
Rev.
Gerrit
Rientjes
offi- chose a two-piece light blue
land.
Michael Harris Westerhof,20,
terment of the schools and imdition
of no further violations
ciated
at
the
double
ring
ceredress with pink and white acof 127 West 31st St. were found
Ada S. Holstege to William
provement of school governof the liquor law.
mony.
The
church
was
decoracessories
and
a
corsage
of
white
innocent on a charge of defraudPor & wf. Lot 2 Poppema Plat,
Steven H. Scheerhorn,17, of
ted with candles, palms and and pink carnations and roses. ment.
ing a restaurant.
City of Holland.
Students
chosen
by
the
faculTwo
representatives of the 430 Elm St. paid $23.90 and rebouquets
of
pompons
and
white
A
reception
for
120
guests
was
Others appearing in MuniciSherwin Vliem & wf. to Buford
ty to participate are Marianne
ceived a suspended 15-day
pal Court this week were Larry mums. Paul Genzink played ap- held in the church basement.
Neldon
& wf. Lots 36, 37 Mid- Home Furnace Co., 280 East sentence after pleading
Jacqueline
Kay
Kolean
Leach
and
Dave
Daubenspeck
propriate
music
and
accomMaster and mistress of cereJ. Lawrence,3690 168th St., dis6th St., Thursday left for the
Mr. and Mrs. John Kolean of way Sub., City of Holland.
of the seventh grade; Lyn Wanto minor in possession of
obeyed red light, $10; Vernon panied Herbert A. Start who monies were Mr. and Mrs. HowBertha
VandeWater
to Ada S. Netherlands to direct their
101
East
18th
St.
announce
the
gen
and
Jim
Leenhouts
of
the
coholic beverages. His jail senJay Vender Zwaag, route 2, sang “Our Prayer" and “O ard Lubbers. Dr. and Mrs. Gor- eighth grade and Julie Vander engagement of their daughter, Holstege Lot 31 Blk E R. H.
firm’s exhibit in the Royal Neth- tence was suspended provided
Lord
Most
Holy.”
don
Langejans
were
at
the
disobeyed red light, $10; TheoWerf and Tim Hillegonds,ninth Jacqueline Kay, to Alvin Wayne Post’s Park Hill Add., City of erlands Industries
at there are no further violations
dore K. Modders, 366 Marquette The bride, given in marriage punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs.
Busscher,son of Mr. and Mrs. Holland.
grade.
for four years.
by
her
father,
wore
a
gown
of
Robert Hooyer and Mr. and Mrs.
St., disobeyed red flasher,$10;
Home BuildersLand Co. to Utrecht from March 8 to 16.
Alternates are Peg Jones and Martin Busscher of 1073 GraafOthers payinc fines in Muniwhite
velvet
in
semi-sheath
style
Orville
Disselkoen
in
the
gift
Clarence
J.
Becker,
executive
Marinus De Jong, route 1, HamLanning Associates,Inc. Lot 216
schap Rd.
Dan
Padnos,
seventh;
Jane
cipal
Court in the last few days
ilton, disobeyedstop sign, $15; with embroidered appliques on room. Patty Voorhees and
Heather Heights No. 2, Twp. vice president,and Andrew DalBuurma and Philip De Haan,
were Sena Kalmink, 88 East
the
bodice
and
waist.
The
fingerCandy
Boss
passed
the
guest
man,
general
manager,
will
join
Virginia Adriana Hoek, route 2,
Georgetown.
eighth; Sue Mills and Phil
30th St., failure to yield the
tip triple veil was held in place book.
improper left turn, $10.
Home Builders Land Co. to representatives0 f 38 other right of way, $10; Arnold
Schaap, ninth.
by
a
matching
pillbox
in
white
For the wedding trip to CalifRose Mae Ringwold, 234 West
Lanning Associates, Inc. Lots American companies in the
James Hopp, 274 Lincoln Ave.,
32nd St., improper backing, $10; velvet and appliques. She car- ornia, the bride changed to a
209 , 211, 218 Heather Heights American Exhibition. The U.S.
government and the firms will failure to yield the right of way,
Karen Joyce Dykstra, 125*6 ried a white rose corsage on a two-piece knit dress of turNo. 2, Twp. Georgetown.
$10; William Asbury Dc Vaney,
white
Bible.
quoise
with
black
accessories.
The Opti-Mrs. Club of HolHarris McDuffee k wf. to Har- jointly sponsor the American
East 22nd St., improper backing,
Lake City, failure to yield the
As
maid
of
honor,
Miss
Lola
The
bride
was
employed
as
a
display,
devoted
exclusively
to
land
were
the
guests
of
Mrs.
ris Junior McDuffee k wf. Pt.
$10; Carrie Lu Elder, Fennville,
right of way, $10; Leon J. Van
Lubbers
wore
a
street-length nurse at Pine Rest Christian
Harry Glatz Monday evening.
W*6SWV<SEy« 2-5-13 Twp. gas utilization and transmission. Dyke, 97 West 21st St., speedinterferingwith through traffic,
dress of forest green velvet and Hospital.The groom is employThe
purpose
of
American
parPresident,
Mrs.
Edwin
RaJamestown.
$10; James Richard Payne,
ing, $12; Jerry M. Wolters, 742
phael, presided at the business
Paul Dirk Nauta & wf. to ticipationin the fair is to inroute 4, failure to stop in an pillboxhat. She carried a single ed at Western ExterminatorCo.
Park Ave., speeding, $12.
yellow rose. Patti Lubbers and in Los Angeles. The couple will
crease
trade
between
the
U.S.
meeting.
Kentwood Development Co. Lot
assured clear distance,$7; Ruth
Rodger Lee Mulder, 519 West
Shirley
Boss
served
as
bridesand
Western
European
counmake
their
home
in
Burbank,
The
project
committee
report27
Pine
Heights
Sub.,
Twp.
Ann Baker, South Haven, failure
21st St., speeding, $12; Archie
maids
and
were
dressed
identi- Calif.
Thirteen building permits to- ed that they had had another Georgetown.
tries. The recent discoveryof
to yield the right of way, $10.
Jordan, route 2, Hamilton,
Philip Kuiper 4 wf. to Calvin virtuallyunlimited gas reserves
taling $125,600 were issued in rewarding year at the License
Julius John Brown, 489 Graafspeeding, $17; Bruce M. WilliL. Heiman & wf. Lot 9 Valley in Groningen, a northern proschap Rd., failure to yield the
Park township during February Bureau.
Ringewold Brothers.
ams, 570 Crescent Dr., speedvince
in
Netherlands,
right of way, $10; Michael A.
The committee in charge of View Plat, Twp. Georgetown.
by
John
Van
Wieren,
township
ing, $12; Patrick B. Haight,
Celebrate Birthdays
Marie M. Harms to Robert F. prompted the decision to devote
Koop, 121 East 32nd St., impruprocessing the requests f o r
1659 Van’s Blvd., speeding, $12.
zoning administrator.
the
American
exhibit
to
equipdent speed, $17 suspended on
needy children, reported that Graham k wf. Pt. Lotel Re- ment for gas utilization.
Enrique R. Cabrera, 178 East
Curtis and Robert Ringewold
The
applications
which
includserve No. 1, Plat of Waukazoo,
conditionof no furtherviolations
they had had several requests
16th St., speeding, $17; Donald
who marked their 13th and 12th ed eight new houses follow:
Accordingto the U.S. DepartTwp. Park.
in one year; James H. Huisingh,
for clothingand that all reMarkle, 123 East 13th St., speedbirthdayanniversaries on last
H. Goodes, Woodlands at WauRalph Holtrust k wf. to John ment of Commerce, the Utrecht
1136 South Shore Dr, speeding,
ing, $22; Richard H. De Groot,
Friday and Saturday respective- kazoo, new house with attached quests had been taken care of.
H. Bower k wf. Pt. Lot 7 Hene- fair of 1963 resulted in nearly
$27 suspended on condition of
378 WashingtonBlvd., excessive
ly, were honored at a party garage, $17,000; J. Lankheet, The requests are placed through
$3
million
in
cash
and
projected
Robert H. Schuller, pastor of
veld’s Plat No. 19, Twp. Park.
no further violations in one year
the principals and teachers of
noise and expired operator’s ligiven Saturday by their par- contractor.
Home Builders Land Co. to sales for 30 U.S. exhibitors.An
and attendance at traffic school; the Garden Grove Community
cense, $15; Glen David Beekents, Mr. and Mrs. Merle C.
the schools in the Holland-ZeeRaymond Lamar & wf. Lot 120 estimated $4,400,000 in sales was
C. Van Wieren, Waukazoo,
Wayne Maurice Lee, 176 East church in California, challenged Ringewold, 57, South 160th Ave.
man, 388 West 19th St., disobeyland
area.
reported
attributable
to
the
parHeather Heights No. 1, Twp.
new house with carport,$10,500;
16th St.; failure to yield the assembly students Tuesday in
ed
red light, $10; Robert L.
Games
were
played
and
priznominating
committee
ticipationof 23 U.S. firms in
Georgetown.
right of way, $17 suspendedon Dimnent Memorial Chapel say- es awarded to Kurt Bouwman, Louis Uildriks, contractor.
Tasker, 1457 Ottawa Beach Rd.,
presented
the
slate
of
officers
the
1964
fair.
Alma Perrin to James R. TopJerry Van Wieren, 1540 Perry,
conditionof no further violations ing “Give God a chance and
Dean Slager, Harvey Streur and
for the 1965-1966 year. These ing & wf. Lot 44 Steele’s Sub.
The 1965 Utrecht fair is a disobeyed red light, $10.
he’ll work miracles!”
dog kennel, $800; self, contractin one year and attendance at
James E. Blackburn, 257 West
Craig Williams.
candidates will be voted on at
“test fair” which will serve as
pn7 1, Twp. Georgetown.
“Look for good in things other
or.
traffic school.
After the gifts were present36th St., disobeyed red light,
the
May
meeting.
a
barometer
of
the
success
of
Gerald DeWindt
wf. to
William Baker, 1991 LakeJack John Decker, 1455 Wau- people say is bad, be a possibi- ed the guests were taken to the
The balance of the evening Charles E. Hosteler & wf. Pt. the United States’ stepped-up $10; John M. Davis, Allegan,
kazoo Dr., failure to yield the lity worker, be a dream chaser, North Shore Community Hall way, remodel house, $3,500; self,
was spent in playing crazy SWV4NWV4 16-6-13 Twp. George- export effort. After Utrecht, the failure to stop in an assured
right of way, $10 suspended on project beginner, hope booster for skating. Refreshmentswere contractor.
Department of Commerce will clear distance,$10; Roger HenGordon Schamper, 102 Divi- bridge with Mrs. Donald Reek, town.
condition of no further violation and remember that beginning is served.
program chairman, in charge. George D. Kalman 4 wf. to participatein ten other fairs in ry Visscher, 716 Lugers Rd.,
in one year and attendance at half done.”
Guests were Kurt Bouwman, sion, new house with attached White elephant prizes were
failure to stop in an assured
Ronald Glenn Komejan 4 wf. Japan, England, West Germany,
traffic school; Arthur E. Lundy,
Schuller graduatefrom Hope Dean Slager, Harvey Streur, garage, $11,000; self, contractor.
clear distance, $10; Henry LouBossardet, Stielstra’s awarded to Mrs. Leo Jungblut, Pt. E^EMiSEy4SWV419-5-14, Spain, Switzerland and Sweden. is Jackson, 645 Bosma Ave.,
route 1, Hamilton, speeding, in 1947 and Western Theological Tim Streur, Scott Tardiff, DanMrs. John Harthorne, Mrs. Wil- Twp. Zeeland.
$12; Carl Nehls, 257 East Ninth Seminary in 1950. He built t h e ny Troost, Steve Vander Kooi, subdivision,new house with atfailure to stop in an assured
Nelis Nurseries, Inc. to James
first congregational and drive- Douglas Van Slooten, Craig tached garage, $14,000; Ed Oonk liam H. Millar and Mrs. John
St., speeding, $15.
clear distance, $10; Gene E.
Bagladi 4 wf. NEV4NWy4 24-5Van Vuren.
Larry A. Lugten, route 2, in church in the country (two Williams,Mark Williams and Builders, contractor.
Wilson, 4076 64th St., failure to
Other members present at the 16, Twp. Park.
John Visser, Waukazoo, new
Hamilton, speeding, $12; Grand miles below Disneyland Amuse- Barry Ringewold.
stop in an assured clear disWinifred Buma Bosgraaf to
meeting were Mrs. Donald
C. Kamps, 1087 136th Ave., ment Park) It was dedicated by
Unable to attend were Jimmy house with attached garage,
tance, $10.
$15,000;Harold Langejans, con- Cochran, Mrs. P. H. Frans, Russell J. Johnson 4 wf. Lots
speeding, $15; Layne Allen Norman Vincent Peale.
Streur and Jack Topp II.
Evelyn Dannenberg, 115 West
Mrs. Ray Gemmen, Mrs. Le 112,113 West Park Add., Twp.
Schuller admonishedthe Hope
Brandt, route 1, speeding, $12.
Karl Wayne Ringewold who tractor.
30th St., interfering with through
Richard Evenhouse, Williams Roy Rediger, Mrs. Cass Spei- Holland.
William Emil Paser, 48 East students not to join the “impos- was three years (rid on Feb. 26,
traffic, $10; Matilda B. Warner,
Jacob Essenburg Co., Inc. to
Woods,
Lakeshore Dr., new cher, Mrs. A1 Lucas and Mrs.
19th St., speeding, $12; Rosella sibility complex people.”
was honored at a small family
Fennyille, failure to yield the
Marion J. Tamminga 4 wf. Lot
house, $17,000; John Zoerhoff, Webb Van Dokkumburg.
“Possibility thinkers are in- party Saturday evening.
M. Nykamp, 124 West 30th St.,
WASHINGTON—Ottawa coun right of way, $10; Evert J.
Lunch was served by the 6 Lake Breeze Sub., Twp. Park. ty’s 896 retail establishments Prinsen, route 3, failure to yield
speeding, $12 and speeding, $15; spired, not tyrannized by hisGuests included his grand- contractor.
Jeanette W. Altena to Harris
Fidemcie Gomez, Saunders hostess.
had $116.6 million in sales in
Dale A. Gemmen, 134 West 31st tory, and such thinkers should parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
G. Pieper 4 wf. Lot 59 4 pt. 1963, an increase of 16 per cent the right of way, $10; Danny L.
Ave.,
addition
and
remodel,
use
their
imagination
to
become
St., speeding, $12; Roland R.
Ringewold.
Williams, 364 Pine Ave., dis60 Lakeview Add., City of Hol$1,000;self, contractor.
from 1958, according to the U.S. obeyed stop sign, $7.
McMillan, 1953 Forest Dr., successful rather than to use
land.
L.
Conroy,
Beelen’s
subdiviBureau of the Census which is
speeding, 15; Harold A. Kruit- the imagination to become failAlan K. Davids, careless
Victor R. Ver Meulen 4 wf.
sion, new house with attached
tabulating data gathered from driving $15.55 costs and $15 fine
hof, 760 West 32nd St., speeding, ures,” he said.
to
Marjorie
G.
Westrate
et
al
garage, $17,000; Schutt and
all firms in the 1963 census of. with fine suspended on condi$22.
Pt. SWfrlyi 21-5-16 Twp. Park.
Slagh, contractors.
business. The last previous bus- fion of no further violations in
Roger L. Beelen, 97 West 18th
Cornelius Nagelkirk 4 wf. to
The regular meeting of the
Neil King, Harrington’s4th
iness census conducted by the
St., no operator’s license on
addition, new house with gar- Golden Agers Club was held Harold Schut Pt. NWy4 31-6-13 Census Bureau, an agency of
person and no front license
the U.S. Department of ComZEELAND — Three West Ot- age, $10,000;self, contractor. Wednesday at the Salvation Ar- Twp. Georgetown.
plate, $15; Jerry C. Creekmore,
Hazel L. Van Kampen 4 wf. merce, was in 1958.
Howard
Helder, 1766 Ottawa my Citadel with 129 persons and
216 West WashingtonAve., Zeetawa High School students were
Ave., speeding, $17.65 suspendto Henry Kiel Bierling 4 wf. Lot
Retail trade in the county ed on condition of no further
The building contract for the arrested by Zeeland police Beach Rd., remodel house, $800; six visitors attending the potland, speeding, $15; Victor Val18
Blk
F
Bosman’s
Add.,
City
self, contractor.
luck dinner.
meant jobs (exclusive of pro- violationsin one year, (trial).
asquez, 474 West 22nd St., $17; new addition to Hickey Hail at
Thursday night and charged De Witt’s Zeeland Hatchery,
Devotions were given by Mrs. of Holland.
prietors) for 3,785 men and woPedro Gonzales Vigil, Jr., 69 St. Augustine Seminary, south
new hangar for airplane at Park Anna Wiggers who also offered Norma Handlogten to Henry men and a yearly payroll of
West Ninth St., no operator’s of Holland, was signed Wednes- with disorderly conduct followBerean Church
Township Airport, $8,000; self, prayer. The group singing was E. Poskey 4 wf. Lot 37 Green $10.9 million.
license, 10 days in jail; Isla Ber- day by the Very Rev. Francis ing the Zeeland • Hudsonville
Acres Sub., Twp. Georgtown.
accompanied
by
Mrs.
A.
Ver
contractor.
County food stores had sale* Honor Mrs. N. Beyer
dine Wiersma, 416 West Main J. Cavanaugh, O.S.A., superior^ Class B basketball tournament
Jay D. Murray 4 wf. to James of $28.9 million, an increase of
Schure. Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst
St., Zeeland, failure to yield the of the Midwest Augustinian game in Zeeland.
and daughter, Mrs. James Bar- F. Murray 4 wf. Pt Lot 7 Blk
The Missionary Helpers of
per cent from 1958. Other
Allegan to Elect
Priests.
right of way, $10.
14 SouthwestAdd., City of Hol- county business listed eating and the Berean Bible Church met
Wayne
Luurtsema,
20, of 122
kel
sang
“On
Calvary”
and
The general contractors for
Councilmen April 5
“When They Ring the Golden land.
drinkingplaces with salea of Thursday night with 35 women
the $500,000 building are El- Elm Lane, Holland, and Ed DekAxel Rothoff 4 wf. to E. Addi- $5.6 million; gasoline service present. Mrs. Ted Wierda ofker,
17,
of
route
4,
Holland,
Bells.”
A
reading
on
“Happiinga and Voikers of Holland.
ALLEGAN - Allegan citizens
son Hulit Jr. 4 wf. Lot 21 Lit- stat'ons,$10.7 million; auto fered prayer.
Electrical work has been con- were arraignedbefore Justice Tom Surprise and John Roozen- ness” was given by Mrs.
tle Spring Plat, Twp., Allendale.
of the Peace John Walters. The
William
Padgett.
After a abort business session,
deaiers and related trade tttabItracted to De Fouw Electrical
burg are currently circulating
Leo Swida 4 wf . to Marian lishments, $26.6 million; gener- the group joined in singing
Co. of Holland, and heating, third student, a juvenile, was nominatingpetitions for the •Speakers for the afternoon
SAUGATUCK-A joint state- ventilation and plumbing will turned over to Ottawa County posts of city councilmen to be were Dr. J. B. Kearney and the O. Haven Lot 1 Blk 6 Hope Col- al merchandisestores, $7.2 mil- “Happy Birthday”to Mrs. Nick
Rev. Adrian Newhouse of the lege Add., City of Holland.
lion; lumber, building materi- Beyer who wffl be 77 yean old
ment was issued Monday by be constructed by Holwerda juvenile authorities.
filled April 5. Two councilmen
Hazel Plakke to Herman D. als, hardware and farm equip- next week and has been married
First Reformed Church of ZeePolice said the trio was pickMilton E. Stahl, executive vice Heating and Plumbing of Grand
whose terms have expired,
land. Dr. Kearney spoke on Vander Maat 4 wf. Pt. Lot 8 ment dealers, $9.7 million.
57 years. The president, Mrs.
ed up and charged with disorpresident of the Fruit Growers Rapids.
Marvin Hays and Mortimer
For Michigan as a whole the George Riemersma presented
The actual constructionat the derly conduct for carrying steel Buckley, have announced they Medicare and Eldercare plans Blk G West Add., City of HolState Bank of Saugatuck and
and urged members to write land.
Census Bureau reported69,758 Mrs. Beyer with a corsage. Her
James R. Pence, president of seminary will be delayed for bars in their gloves and pockets will not seek reelection.
Cornelius Nagelkirk4 wf. to retail establishments with sales four daughters, Mrs. Mike De-|
their congressmen for more Inafter
police
were
tipped
off
that
two
to
three
weeks
until
milder
the Citizens Trust and Savings
Petitions—due no later than formationon the subject. Rev. Gerrit J. Nagelkirk4 wf. Pt
of $10.8 billion, up 22 per cent Jonge, Mrs. Don De
they Intended to fight Zeeland
Bank of South Haven, that their weather.
noon, Saturday, March 12, must Newhouse’s topic was “If the NWy4 31-6-13, Twp. Georgetown.
Cal Jansen and Miss
from 1968.
High
School
students.
respective boards of directors The new work will include a
be filed with the city clerk and Foundations Be Destroyed, What
James A. Lanning 4 wf. to
Luurtsema
and
Dekker
each
Beyer were present and . . .
Census
reports
to
be
issued
facility
residence
for
the
priest)
havfc approved of a plan to
bear no fewer than 89 nor Can the RighteousDo?"
Richard Allen Tramel 4 wf. Lot during the next few months will ed several slides and old picmerge the two institutionsun- -teachers and an additional received fines of $35 and 10-day
more than 75 signatures. Resi
President-and Mrs. Klaas 221 Heather Heights No. 2, Twp. give state and county figures tures of her life onto a screen.
der the name and charter of third floor on the present semi- jail sentences. The jail sendents are being reminded they Bulthuis who celebrated their Georgetown.
on wholesale and service trades,
Miss Beyer gave the devotiontences were suspended on conthe Citizens Trust and Savings nary building.
Bernard Nyhof 4 wf. to Ger- manufacturing and mineral in- als. She honored her mother by
The third-floor 1 construction dition the pair gets in no fur- can sign only two petitions- 54th wedding anniversary Feb
Bank.
the number of candidates to be 22 thanked the group for the ald W; Huizen 4 wf. Pt. Lots 9, dustries.
comparingher character and
The merger
be ap- will consist of few new dorm- ther trouble in the city of Zee10 Woodlane Heights Sub., Twp.
elected.
gift and cards.
The above information in sto- Christianinfluence to various
v ; l
proved by the stockholders of itories and separate living facilry form was provided by the women of the Bible.
The trio had been at the Also on the April 5 ballot will The next meeting will be Holland.
the two institutions as well as ities for eight religious Sisters
U.S. Department of Commerce Mrs. Lyle Vander Haar and
by state and federal supervi- who prepare meals for the Zeeland-Hudsonville game, and be the special county-wide pro- March 17.
It would take 1.3 million through use of electronic com- Mrs. George Riemerema were
one was arrested at Zeeland posed millage , levy to raise
student body.
sory agencies.
Meetings of the shareholders The faculty residence will con- High School while the other two funds for a new Allegan County If all the moisture in the at- building blocks the size of the puters in which figures are in- in charge of the
Medical Care Facility, a r/.o- mosphere suddenly fell at once, Earth to make one sun — and serted in news stories, typing A large birthday cake
of the two banks will be called tain approximately35 rooms, were picked up in downtown
posal defeated in tthe last elec- it would cover the earth with a the sun is only an average-size out stories at 10 lines per sec- the main
Zeeland
about
a
half-hour
after
providing
clerical,
study
and
In the near future to consider
layer of water one inch deep.
sleeping
rooms
for
the
faculty
the proposal
EXCHANGE STUDENTS. -

These students
from E.E. Fell Junior High School will take
part in a student Exchange program with
Traverse City Junior High School later this

Plan Exchange

a

For False

month. They are seated (left to right) Marianne
Leach. Julie Vander Werf and Lyn Wangen.
Standingare Tim Hillegonds, Dave Daubenspeck and Jim Leenhouts. (Sentinel photo)
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New Costume Show Set

Sunday School

For Tulip

Lemn

the home of two presidents,TedPitns ire being ^completed
dy Roosevelt and FranklinD.
this week for “Heritage of the
Roosevelt, whose forefathers
Homeland,” a featured attracremoved the prefix “van” from
tion of the 1965 Tulip Time festhe name.
tival which will be staged the
Local citizens are being reevening of May 12 and the afternoon of May 14 in the “bulken cruited as partitipati,particularly persons who have authen(Dr. Henry ten Hoot, Profes- riumte” of the Salvation Army
Uc caatumea and thoae with
sor of English at Hope, joined Building,Ninth St. and Central
modeling experiences. The inviAye
the faculty in 1946.
tation Is open to those from 6 to
Holland persons will take
He graduated from Holland leading parts in this production 60-plus.Some will be needed
to sing Dutch songs, play Dutch
Christian High School and re- which shows authenticcostumes
games, and display Dutch treasof
the
various
provinces
of
the
ceived his A.B. degree from
ures. SUdes of scenes in the
Calvin College in 1938. Ten Hoor Netherlands. Action of the
Netherlands taken by Mr. and
scenes
will
be
geared
to
life
attended Stanford University
Mrs. Neil Herfst will be shown
for one summer. He received in each province, through cosas each province is introduced.
tumes,
produce,
cultural
arts
his M.A. from the University
Auditionsare scheduled at
of Michigan in 1946 and the or manufactureditems.
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the audDutch
“kinderen”
(children)
Ed.D degree was conferred
itorium of Herrick Public Liupon him in 1963 from the singing Dutch folk songs and brary under the direction of
playing Dutch games will apsame institution.
Mrs. Kenneth Kick, chairman,
Ten Hoor taught at Castle pear in various scenes, dressed
and Mrs. Donald Hillebrands,
Heights MilitaryAcademy in in costumes of the provinces.
director of script and narraNarration
will
relate
Dutch
Lebanon, Tenn. from 1938 to
tion Others on the committee
history and the part the Dutch
1943.
are the Herfsts.Lavina Cappon,
have
played
in
America.
One
He is a member of the MichiMrs. Duncan Weaver and Capt.
gan English Associationand segment relates the historical
note that one province was William Stuart.

Sunday, March 14
kheriton of the Kingdom
Matthew 21:»41; 22:1-14
By C. P. Dame

Two

parables, both are found

only in Matthew, form this les-

son
Ifee

Home

of the

Holland City Newt

Two

text.

The

Parable of tbo

Sons, and the Parable of

Published evnry the Marriage Feast, turn our
huriday by the
iPriaUnc Co. minds to the home. The lesson
'OfficeM • M Weal
Eighth Street. Hol- teaches that God is pleased
land. Mlchlfan.
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with obedient people.
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Ifaiuwd, Michigan.
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The publisher shall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of
such advertising shall have bean
obtained by e ' ertlserand returned
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon; and In such case
If any error so noted is not corrected. publishers liability shall not axceed such a proportion of the entire
cost of such advertisement
as the
space occupied by the error bears
to the whole space occupied by such

advertisement

I. Talk is cheap but It is
worth little unless backed up
by deeds. A father who had two
sons said to the one, “Son, go
work today in my vineyard ”
Rudely he repUed, “I will not.”
After thinking over what he
had said be repented and went.
The father said the same thing
to the other son and he politely
answered,”1 go sir,” but he
did not go. Jesus asked his
hearers, “Whether of the tain
did the wiU of his father?” His
hearer* replied, “The first.”
Then Jesus said sharply to his

copy. 10c. Subscriptions payable In before you.”
advance and will be promptly disObedience is
son’s duty.
continued if not renewed.
Subscribers will confer a favor The first son who refused and
by reporting promptly any irregu- then repentedand went reprelarity In delivery. Write or phone

a

EX

2-2311.

UNEMPLOYMENT
IN

OUR COUNTRY

sents the sinners

whom

advertisements that appear in
newspapershe will wonder why

so many people are unemployed.

There is no doubt that the
unemployment figure is caused
by people who want jobs but are
not trained for those that are
available. The responsibility
for
this group must lie with the
training they have had.
President Carey of the United
States Chamber of Commerce
has said that our schools are

SETTING OF FASHION SHOW - A new setting
for an annual event is Point West at Macatawa
Park where the Newcomers Club has its annual
luncheon and style show on Wednesday. March
17. at 1 p.m. Shown h*>re arranging the event

Newcomers; Richard Den Uyl, Point West general manager; Mrs. Richard Trask, model and
Mrs. John Haedicke, Newcomers Club president
(seated right). Members and guests will meet
at the Macatawa resort at noon to have a look

are Mrs. Henry Reest (seated left) chairman for

around and get acquainted.
(Penna-Sas photo)

Jesus

mentions in his reply, the other
son represents the scribes and
Pharisees and priests who
promised to obey God but did

We sometimes wonder about
the reported four millionunemnot do it when they heard his
ployed in the United States. If message through John the Bapone scans the help wanted

ShakespeareAssociationof

America.

hearers, ‘‘Verily I say unto vou,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that the publicans and the harOne year. |3.00; six months.
lots go into the kingdom of God
|I 00; three months, $1.00; slngls

Time Festival

Newcomers Club Plans

Guest Speaker

Luncheon, Style Show
Plans

have been

completed

field. Decorations are being ar-

by the Newcomers Club for a ranged by the Mesdames John
Nice words are not enough. luncheon and style show to be Joubran, Robert Bouman and
Repentence counts. It is given Wednesday, March 17 at Earl Welling.
Co-chairmenof models are
not what we think of ourselves 1 p.m. at Point West, Macatawa
that is all importantbut what Park. “Point of Destination” is Mrs. Jack Dykstra and Mrs.
God thinks of us, that is. God the theme chosen for the show Jack Zak. Models for the show
Fashions will be by Steketees of include the Mesdames Douglas
thinks more of gross sinners
who repent than ofv religious Holland with Julie’s House of Waldron, David Hulley, Richard
Beauty doing the hairstyles.
Trask, Alwin De Haan, Robert
people who never repent of
Chairman of the show is Mrs. Maes, James Bradbury, Williapi
their self-righteousness.
Henry Reest, vice president of Kurth, Phil Wiechman, Henry
n. God invites people to a
Newcomers. Mrs. Bruce Wil- Reest and Jack Dykstra.
joyful life. The Parable of the
liams. chairman of the wardA social hour at noon will preMarriage Feast in Matthew difrobe committee is being assisfers from the Parable of the
cede the fashion showing. Newted by the Mesdames George
Great Supper recorded in Luke Becker, Gary E n g e 1 g a u. comers Club members and their
14. The king, representing God,
Thomas Lotz and Dennis Duf- guests are invited.
extended invitations to people
to come to the marriage of his
Senice of the First Reformed
son. The first invitation was
Church of Zeeland met on
followed by a second one. The
Tuesday evening Mrs. Leon
guests would not come. The
Rudolph C. Hosselboch
Members of the Gilbert D.
Voss led in devotions.Mrs Rusking was persistent and sent Karsten Unit No. 33 met Monsell Norden. missionaryto JaRudolf C. Hasselbach, presiother servants but they met day evening in the Dugout of
pan
gave
an
interestingtalk on dent of the MichiganState Exwith refusals.
the City Hall for their regular
the women
clubs win ^ a visitor
God sent the prophets first,
tist.

Among his varied hobbies is
wood-carving and choral music.
— Editor’s Note).

Area Firms
Will Build

By Henry ten Hoor
Teachers of English are traditionally pictured as somewhat
ineffectualpeople dedicatedto
the preservation of the unsplit
infinitive and the “beauties’’of
poetry This picture might
have been true at one time,
but today the teacher of English is recognized as one of
the most important people in
the process of education. He

New School
-

Three

area

firms

HAVEN

GRAND

Zeeland-Holland

were awarded contracts to build

a

classroomaddition to

six

Peach Plains elementaryschool
in Grand Haven township by

teaches the use of the language,
a skill necessaryto all other
aspects of education; and he
introduces students to a great
variety of importantideas as

the Grand Haven Board of Edu-

they are expressed in

low bid of $144,500.plus

cation Thursday.

Stephenson Construction of
Zeeland was awarded the contract after the firm submitted a

litera-

$2,115

for gravel for coating of a large

ture.

Dr. Henry ten Hoor
parking area at the school,
Very likely it is because of
this increased importance that o .,
nhiortivoeTt i, located on Comstock St. near
t, activities at t. ieaOec
English are attractingmore atfore, for an outsider who is
ical contractor for Stephenson
tention from outside the school.
unacquainted with the purposes
This attentionusually takes the
and Parkway Electric is the
of the assignment as related to
form of parental criticism aimelectricalcontractor, both of
the course to object to a given
failing to build “employability”
ed at the nature of certain books
book because he finds an Holland. Work is to start iminto high school graduates who
the teacher selectsto study. In
mediately and the new wing will
episode or two which he doesn’t
do not intend to enter college.
recent years there have been
be ready for use next Sept. 1,
like
There is a labor shortage, in
objectionsto the use of “Hucklethe contractor reported.
It is possible, of course, that
spite of wbat the unemployment
berry Finn’’ and “Robin Hood.”
The total bid of $146,615 is
a teacher may make an error
rolls say, because of a lack of
In this state not long ago there
somewhat higher than the estiin
judgment
and
select
a
shockneeded skills. Carey proposes
was a heated disagreement over
ing or “interesting" book al- mate of Vander Meiden and
that a cooperative approach by
the use of “Andersonville.”
Koteles, architects, made two
though it is not necessarily the
educators and the business comMost recently, in Chicago, the
years ago, caused by inflationbest
book
by
which
to
achieve
munity could help provide the
fight was over the assignment
ary costs. The addition will inhis pedagogical purpose.
needed training.
meeting
of James Baldwin's “Another
clude six classrooms and a
and
Mrs.
Norden
„
Certainly,
parents
have
the
His suggested Business Advis- then the apostles to the Jews.
Mrs. Irvin Smith, American
right as well as the obligation materialscenter, to be erecory Committee would survey “But they made light of it, and ism Chairman, reported that
to be aware of what and how ted on the east end of the prelocal manpower and skill re- went their ways, one to his the local school has been contheir children are taught. But sent building.The project is a
quirements to help educators farm, another to his merchan- tacted for the students particialong with this right goes the part of the $3.4 million building
provide the most needed voca- dise. Some refused the invita- pation in the annual American- Kostesses for the e v e o , o g ; the Hotel Warn, Friend He will
obligation
to understand what program in the enlarged school
were
Mrs.
Philo
on
“cm,
—j
rr._.
___
_-i..
-----*
tional training courses.
Education and Ex- ience, racism or merely present
tion violently and slew the ism contest, sponsored by the
they are objecting to. And district, approvedby the voters
Our school systems In this king’s servants, which angered American Legion Auxiliaries Mrs. Don Schout, Mrs Roger
an economic or social idea with
teachers have the obligationto in November, 1963.
area have many vocational him and caused him to send throughoutthe United States. Yntema, Mrs. Chester Fox.
Others bidders were Erhardt
Mrs Ben Kool and Mrs Bert
Hasselbach
the which the)j disagree The pur- select the best literaturebest
training programs,and they no forth his armies which “de- The title this year for both the
Charter President of the Bed- P«f_ usually is to pro ect their suited to the objectivesof true Construction.Grand Rapids,
doubt would be willing to make stroyed those murderers, and junior and senior divisions is
ford Township Exchange Club children from bad language, education.
eer
$147,410;Martin Dyke & Sons,
use of any information a Busi- burned up their city." God
"**“•
jn Temoerance He served on the distastefulaspects of life
“America’sFuture.’’ Prizes
Holland, $148,728; J. W. Blouw,
ness Advisory Committee would manifests His wrath at times.
0f control for five | “d the wickedness of the world,
are awarded locallyin both di- Sunday by plane for San Fran- 1 the b
Grandville, $150,048, Ralph
furnish.
was state ,reasurer and : If English teachers are to
In the year 70 A. D. the Rom- visions, and winning essays are cisco, Calif , to visit her son-mTaylor. Sparta. $156,336, and
Carey also thinks that the cali- an army captured and delaw and daughter. Dr and Mrs.
ident
„js elec. select the books they assign by
entered in the district, state
Alstrom Construction, Muskeber of instructionin vocational stroyed Jerusalem which had
Kenneth McCormick and chil tlon ^
these standards, it is clear that
and national contests.
A
son,
Scott
Alan,
was
Heights, $157,452.
and technicaltrainingprograms
jje js jn tbe financjai division H].05* the^gr68* literatureof
rejected Christ.
Anyone in the junior or senBastian-Blessing Co., Grand
could be improved by making
The consistoryof North Street
Libbey Owens Ford Glass all ages will be unacceptable^ to Mr and Mrs. Randall Lamar Haven, was low bidder on kitchOur Lord is persistent.When ior age division may enter. Inpractical experience the top
If literatureis an ordered and
the invited guests refused to terested students may contact Christian Reformed Church are Co at the Rossford planti a
on Thursday. March
Mrs. , en equipment for the new $2
priority in teacher certification.
artistic presentationof the
planning
to
send
their
pastor
position
he
has
held
for
35
come the king sent his serv- their school or Mrs. Smith.
Lamar
is the former Sandra million junior high building,now
This, be thinks,would help inhuman experience,one must exthe Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Hof- years.
ants “out into the highways and
The RehabilitationCommittee
; being erected on Griffin St. in
crease the dignity of useful
pect that much of literature will
man,
on
a
missionary
tour to
gathered together all as many will purchase seven handkerc
n
Grand Haven- at *25.699.75.
record certain repellentaspects
occupations thereby helping
Mexico. They will visit the
Sewing Guild met on Thurs- There were two other bidders.
as they found, both good and chiefs and cards to be sent to
of life. A review of the literaovercome parental disapproval
John Calvin Seminary in Mexiday afternoon with 15
bad: and the wedding was fur- the Department Chairman. Vetthat forces some young people
ture of our culture makes this
co City and will visit their own
nished with guests.” When the erans in the Veterans Adminisbers
present.
The
program
was
truth dramatically evident. At
into college who should not be
and other missionaries in MexJews refused to come. God in- trationHospital are then given
there.
the root of Homer's epics there in charge of Mrs. Hubert Heyvited the Gentiles and they these handkerchiefs to send to 1C0,
is an episode of adultery. The boer and Mrs. Joe Kloet. Mrs.
Education is fine and we are*
Greek tragedies treat subjects Dick Kroodsma was hostess
bound to need more people with came. No one is indispensable their mothers for Mother’s Day.
The local unit also decided to Theta Alpha Chapter
‘Sinful Desire" and "Peaceas revolting as murder, incest,
technicaltraining to handle to God.
contrihiile 30 poppies to the new Hos
jar Meet;
Among
the
motley
guests
and marital faithlessness.The ful Enemies" were the Rev.
automationand other new dey
Bible records instances of per- Allen Aardsma's sermon topics
velopments. There is still a there was one without a wed- unit in Dutton, who will
GRAND HAVEN - Plans for version, adultery, betrayal, de- for Sunday. Steven Costing from
them in their Poppy Promotion Mrs. Lamar Grisham was
large market for people trained ding garment — this garment
represented “the imputed program in May.
hostess at the Theta Alpha a chapel, similar to the one at ceit. and dishonesty. Medieval Seventh Reformed Church in
in these areas.
GRAND HAVEN - A circuit
Home , f ra,et«ry„ at literatureis shot through with Grand Rapids brought special judge and county prosecutor
Our education system all righteousness which is ours by Mrs. Hilmer Dickman. com- Chapter ofBeU
along the line must be geared faith.” Not all in the church be- mittee chairman, spoke on the day evening at her home at 397 H°lland- Pr0P°sed for Lakc For- sex and violence. Elizabethan music at the evening service. have teamed up to plug loop. were given a drama portrays revenge and
to changes in our business long there. The king ordered Auxiliaries’CommunityService Mayflower
Junior C E. met on Sunday holes in the so-calledgrey zon«
The business meeting was | jJ105* r0IT1 t*’e oty council unnatural lust.
world. We are living in a fast this guest to be thrown out An Program, which is being
afternoon.Dennis Raterink had between misdemeanors and felIf we accept this old literature devotions.Ronald Slagh brought onies in embezzlementsand larchanging world; education must external profession of faith is stressed in the month of March conducted by Mrs. Paul Divida.i M°"<iay night when $500 was
not enough. A saving faith is She urged more active partici- The nominating committee ore- aPP™'’ed for preliminary plans as good literaturedespite its special music. Susan Bazan was cenies.
keep up with the pace.
pation by members in commun- sented its slate tor the coming and aP«“cations
presentationof the unsavoryasessential.
the pianist. The lesson was
Circuit Judge Raymond L.
Superintendent Richard Lock
pects of life, we are forced to
ity activities. She also spoke on year. Additional nominations . 4.
“The Bible. Our Guide to Smith and Prosecutor James
Birthday Party Given
he cernetery board met with conclude that it is not the subHome Safety in the prevention were made and the election will
Bussard have combined backed
For Kathy Van Dis
take place at the next meeting.
sa'd the build- ject matter of books that makes
of accidents.
Robert Zuverink was taken to by an opinion of Smith, to perKathy Van Dis was entertainA candlelight ceremony was 1118 .'*0U’(J be
30 feet a^d them either good or bad. The
President,Mrs Justin Elhart.
Zeeland Hospital last week mit authoritiesto accumulate
loJ'ated Just lnslde quality of literatureis finally
ed on her fifth birthday anniver- Admittd! to Holland Hospital announced that the next meet- held and four women received'you
where he still is confined. and Pyramid misdemeanors into
Tuesday
were
Tammy
Sue
Rushsary Tuesday at a party. Hosmain 8a e
^ye-’ judged not by the story it tells,
ing of the 5th DistrictAssocia- the ritual of jewels degree inL
tesses were Mrs. Bertus Van ton, 803 West 25th St.; Mrs. tion will be held on March 16, eluding Mrs. Donald Bench, :vher® a temP°ra7 lfnt shelter huf rather hv how and whv it The Sprin8 session of Zeeland
dnrl
classis met Tuesday in Haven f.Under the
procedure,
tells ft.
the story.
Dis, Mrs. Donald Costing and Stanley Rutgers, 57 West 32nd in the Comstock Park Congre- Mrs Bernard St. Jean, Mrs. j
winter LiL
St.; Mrs. Loraine Smith, 135 gational
Jack Bonzelaarand Mrs. Don comrn.tal serv.ces^th.s winter. The usual
complaint of Reformed Church in HamiltonI he charSe 18 a misdemeanor if
Mrs. Jerry Fryling.
The elder delegate is Hubert 1?rceny lnvolved is not more
Games were played and prizes Walnut; Mrs. Paul Lamar, 4461
As" a result” of a decision 1 williams Each was
parents when they object to the
as a resuu or a
$lbm. The board has no funds iitpraturp their children are Heyboer and deacon is
$10°66th
St.; Mrs. John Madsen,
were won by Nancy Meiste,
i ine pew procedureis an out
route
2,
South
Haven;
Mrs.
i
ritual!?
phv
tf»7da
"
*
reaT
giTsomethm
Vicki Van Houdt and Leanne
Wednesday prayer service for Kth.of, a" u“usua’ cas? d*
the ceremony, i
P-^c w,U supper, the ;
read a couple of
Arends. Each guest received Melvin Timmer, 253 West 25th tu
St.;
Lloyd
Stegenga,
15528
Riley;
crops
and industry will be held 7
Jal1 b)! tbe rirCU|
a favor.
ino in
HunliratP 8ames were Pla>'ed and dessert
..
.4, chapters in that book, and I
hlS(
18 ,t}ra(C'Guests present were Nancy Alfred Heath, 205 East 14th St.; o.jL-v mnrnjnt, op’rvirps win was served by the hostess. The Souncl1 met ^.°!lday Wlt5 dont’ want my children reading at 8 p.m. in Vriesland
Levi Kouw, 203^ West 10th St.;
Thursday at 8 p.m. Men's!
a™w>d ‘tw
Teusink,Sally Teusink, Nancy
Raymond Jordan, Douglas; DanMeiste, Sandy Hoeve, Karen
venture I March
The duplicate service venture
up possiblejwater mam estea- ^ m'a-de on the basis of partial heTd^wilh04* Max^De8
iel De Kok. 672 GraafschapRd ;
J" that cas*' a 831651116,1was
Hoeve, Kim Compagner, Cathy
is on a trial basis and will consions to Ferry sburg, across understanding. It fails to take
Kyle Van Slooten, 14203 James
Companger, Vicki Van Houdt,
:r.
Grand River on the north. The into account two things which
St.; Gerrit Slagh, 440 Plasman tinue through Easter Sunday. Pair Taken to Hospital
special music. Forest Grove without nroducing the nurMerrilea Costing, Lynelle CostAt
that
time
an
evaluation
will
Ferrysburg
council
has
decided
Ave.; Charles Hopkins, 287 Coare extremely important.
Men’s Brotherhood will be their chases. None of Ihe amoilnts,
ing, Kathy Westveld,Merrilee
to seek its city water supply
lumbia Ave.; Loren Rigterink, be made. In addition to the Following 2-Car Mishap
One is that the reading of only
Bonzelaar, Kathy Vanden Berg,
lf
however, was in excess of $100
from
Grand
Haven
as
this
is the
two
morning
services
the
reguroute 1, Hamilton.
Two persons were L’ en to most economical. Grand Haven a couple of chapters of any book n
Leanne Arends, Karen Brunink,
2 p m- M,8slon and the defense claimed the
lar
Sunday
evening
service
Discharged Tuesday were
Holland Hospital for observa- townshipalso is seeking water fails to give the reader an un- and Aid Society plan to have charge was a misdemeanor.
Debbie Fryling, Christi AchterHarvey Ver Hoeven, 282 Elm will be held at 7 p.m.
derstandingof the purpose of their annual meeting with Mrs.
tion following a two-car collihof, Laura Van Dis and Vicki
“The people claim that the
the work, the why of the story. Alfred Vander Waa as speaker.
Ave.; Mrs. James Hillebrands, The decision of the congrega- sion at 7:16 p.m. Saturday in from Grand Haven.
offense is a felony because the
Achterhof.
453 West 20th St.; Mrs. Terry tion in December was based on
The
justification of certain kinds
John Wolfert and Donald sum of money c o n v e r t ed
In the evening her grand- Reimink and baby, 136 Cam- a study made by a special front of 139 East Eighth St.
of episodes in a story can be Wyngarden are the Sunday
Hugh
D.
Harper
Jr.,
22,
of
JfifAk
amounted to more than $100.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van bridge; Walter Alverson,2020 committee and approved for
found only in relation to the evening ushers for the month
182 West 13th St , driver of
Respondent claims the offense
Dis Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. Mel- Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Lloyd presentation to the congregapurpose of the work. A play or a
of March.
of the cars involved in the
is not a felony because the
vin Achterhof were present for Lacy, route 2, Fennville; Mrs. tion by the consistory.
novel is, after all, a work of
crash, and Kenneth P. Gusler, Dies in
Next week Monday, March 15, sums of money converted came
cake and ice cream.
art. It therefore has a peculiar
Anna De Jonge, 259 Peck St.,
The first of the duplicate 23, of route 3. Zeeland, second
the Zeeland Classis Consistorial into his possession as sums less
ZEELAND
Jacob Doze- unity, and every part of the
Zeeland;Leonard Kammeraad, services will begin at 8:45 driver involved in the mishap,
Union plan to meet in Beaver- than the sum of $100 and it was
144 West 19th St.; Mrs. Harry a.m. and the second at 11:10
Pair Slightly Injured
were released from the hospital man, 91, of Oakland (route 3, work is related to every other dam Reformed Church at 8 p.m. necessary to add them together
Zeeland) died Sunday after- part and to its ultimate purNies, 269 Norwood Ave.; Mrs. a m. with the Sunday school after examination.
When Car Rolls Over
The Rev. James Schut from in order to secure a sum of
noon at the Zeeland Community pose. A repellentepisode or a
Jennie Baker, 2257 Black Lake; session being held at 10 a.m.
Holland
police
said
Harper’s
Church Extension of the Parti- more than $100.
Two persons were slightly in- Ave.; Mrs. Del Van Tonperen,
At the Zeeland Kiwanis Club car struck the rear of Gusler’s Hospital following a two weeks despicablecharacter may be
jured when the car they were
cular Synod of Michigan will be
“So the court is of the opinillness.
He
was
a
member
of
the
symbolically yr dramatically
702 Park Ave.; Mrs. George meeting Tuesday evening a for- auto as Gusler was waiting for
riding in skidded out of conthe speaker. All members and ion that it is unimportantthat
Oakland
Christian
Reformed
necessai7
to
the
final
observaWalaszewski,Pullman.
mer member, Walter Van As- traffic to clear before making
trol and rolled over at 12:40
former consistorymembers are the sums came into respondent’s
selt, was in attendance.Van a left turn into a driveway. Church. He was a farmer in tion which the entire work
a.m. Saturdayon Port Sheldon
possession in amounts less than
invited.
the area all of his life.
makes
on
the
nature
of
human
Asselt was a former city em- Police charged Harper with
Marriage Licenses
Rd. near US-31.
the sum of $100. The gist of the
Only
a
few
women
attended
Surviving are four daughters, experience.
ploye.
failure to maintain an assured
Ottawa County
Ottawa County deputies said
Mrs. Arthur (Jennie) Nykamp
Furthermore,it is necessary the Women’s World Day of offense is the conversion.At
Final
plans
were
discussed
clear
distance.
David Tans, 21, Grand Haven,
Ronald D. Kamphuis,18, of
that time the issue is: “What
of Holland, Mrs. Albert (Sadie) to understandthat the assign- Prayer service in Beaverdam M
route 4, Holland, driver of the and Kathleen Jo Brown, 22, for the annual basketball
converted,” the
Groenheide and Mrs. Harold ment of a particular book is, Reformed Church on Fridav w*!s
car, and Joseph Bens ton, 24, of Holland; Lyle Arens, 21, and game between Zeeland Public Judgment Granted
weather MraJ
Mr. iudge wrot6
(Mabel) Compagner both of or should be, related to the pur- because of the weather.
West Olive, suffered bruises in Bonnie Meeusen, 18, Holland; and Christian schools. The
GRAND HAVEN - A default Oakland and Mrs. Bert (Josie)
of the course in which it Floyd Boss from Vriesland had
the mishap. A third person in Harley Sietsema, 19, Allendale, game will be held March 12 judgment In the sum of $11,043- De Kleine of Drenthe; three
Pressure increases sharply as
assigned and to those of the devotions. Mrs. Dale Engelsma
and Marcia Conner, 19, Dorr, and the proceeds will go for the .68, plus $32.75 costs, was grant- sons, Justin of Oakland, Marthe car was not injured.
the
ocean descends. At four
entire process of education.The and Mrs. Herb Berens accomDeputies said Kamphuis lost Mich.; Henry J. Steenblik, 25, annual Science Fair which is to ed in Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesvin of Grand Rapids and person who best understands panied by Mrs. Gordon Tim- miles down, for example, ocean
control of the car when the ve- and Beverly Ann De Vries, 18, be held on April 10 in the day to the Holtrop Concrete Pro- Jerald of Zeeland; 16 grandwater crushes with
weight
these purposes and the methods mer from Drenthe Christian
hicle skidded on a patch of ice. Holland; Carroll W. Nienhuis, City Hall.
ducts Co. at Ferrysbure.The children; 19 great-grandchil- of achieving them is, presum- Reformed Church brought spe- 640 times that of the atmosThe auto went into a ditch 28, and Doris Marie Vredeveld, New Groningen, Zeeland Pub- judgment is for goods delivered dren; one sister, Mrs. Gerrit ably, the teacher, who, if he is
phere. or four and a half tons
cial music. A very interesting
to the square inch. Man can
where it rolled over. Deputies 21, Zeeland; Jay Howard Alfer- lic and ChristianSchool chil- to the defendant, Jack Popp of La Huis of Zeeland; one brothprofessionallyresponsible talk was brought by Mrs. Ruscited Kamphuis for driving too ink, 22, and Lavonne Joyce dren can enter.
Grand Haven, by the Holtrop er, Ralph Dozeman of East person, will chose the best mat- sell Norden, missionary from stand little more pressure under
water than 65 pounds to the
fast for conditions.
Ponstein, 17, Zeeland.
• The Guild for Christian firm from 1959 to 1963.
Holland.
erials to achieve his pedagogi-Japan.
t
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Birthday Party Given •„

Art, Handicraft

Engaged

49

11, 1965

For Daryl Vander

Exhibit Slated

Gets Charter,
Gives

its charter pre-

and court of

Forensics

Daryl Vander Held® was honored at a party Saturdayafternoon given by his mother at

Waukazoo

Winners Listed

their home on New Holland St.
Eliminations for the district
Students and teachers of the
The' occasion was his sixth forensics contest were held
Waukazoo School will hold their
birthday anniversary. Assisting Monday st West Ottawa High
arts and handicraftsexhibit
were Mrs. Roland Wolters and School.
Thursday in the Waukazoo
Marla Schepel.
Divisions and first and second

Honors

Troop 49 held
sentation

At

West Ottawa!

kl

Heide

honor

Monday

night at Waukazoo
school with about 100 Scouts,
family and honored guests at-

school gym from 10 a.m. to
Games were played and
9 p.m. The exhibit will be in
prizes awarded to Randy Midtwo categories,art in the classdlecamp and Duane Dryer. Reroom and art of the individual
freshmentswere served.
student.
Invited were Pam Vander
Art in the classroom is art Yacht, Kathy Bower, Shannon
in which many pupils have ta- Wolters, Jodi Guilford, Duane
ken a part to make a finished Dryer, Craig Vander Heide, Keproduct. It may be a unit in vin Schepel, Greg Vanden Brink,
which a certain subject is being and Randy Middlecamp.Unable
taught with the help of art, or to attend was Tammy Birce.
it may be a successful art or
handicraft lesson used in the

tending,

place winners are declamation,

I

Mark Dalman led

devotions

New Scouts were
and include David

and prayer.
initiated

Ketchum, Douglas Collins, Curt
Wetherbee, John Hoving, David
Johnson, Earl Dalman, Danny
Klomparens, Donald Klomparens and David MacQueen.

I

Eagle Scout Randy Me
welcomed the group,
were given to Steve V
Kooi, unrarian, Kurt Bouwman,
quartermaster,

and

teachers in cooperationwith the Downtown
Merchants Division of the Holland Chamber of
Commerce. Shown (left to right) are Jack Dykstra, presidentof the Merchants Division, William H. Vande Water, its secretary;Mrs. Hawworth and
(Sentinel photo)

MARCH

IS ART MONTH - Childrenof the various schoolsare observingArt Month by displaying samples of drawings, paintings, etc. in windows downtown, under direction of Don Rohlck
and Mrs. Ethelyn Haworth for the Holland
Public Schools. Arrangements were made by the

Rohlck.

ward;

interpretative reading,
Jill Lubbers, Ellen Glupker;
humorous reading, Linda Locker, Shelly Kolean; original ora-

Jim BJorum, A1 Ver
Schure; extempore speaking,
tory,

Ken Peffers,Sue Klooa.
Judges, all Hope College students, included Sue Radliff,
Alan Jones, Billie Chain, Don
Kardux, Lee Van Dyke, Bob
Hecht, Sue Stoeckly, Mary Ann
Bicking, Bob Dahl, Linda Munro, Carol Crammer and Mary
Alice Leetsma.

classroom.
The art of the individualstudent is an opportunity for each
Margaret Ruth Bundschuh boy and girl to display arts
Margaret Ruth Bundschuh, and handicrafts that he has

Youth Admits

daughter of Mrs. Ella Bund- worked on at home. Some of
shell,
schuh of Webster, New York, the medias will be
and the late Ralph Bundschuh, leather, clay, and also sewing
is engaged to Robert Glenn and fancy work.
Morrison, son of Mrs. Douglas
The public is invited.
Harmsen of VanderVeen Ave.,
and Glenn W. Morrison of North

Paul Roberts, 17, of South were coached by Mrs. Karen
Bend, Ind., waived examina- Mulder and Miss Sharon Meeuwtion in Municipal Court Monday
sen.

Dean

Wright, scribe.

Tenderfoot awards went to
Dalman, Ketchum, Dan and
Don Klomparens, MacQueen,
Robert Ringewold, Wetherbee
and Hoving. Dean and Donald
Wright made Second Class and
Don Wright was presented a patrol leader’semblem while Vender Kooi and Dan Van Dyke
got assistant patrol leaders’
emblems.

Sharlene Talsma, Laura Hay-

Auto Thefts

The

—

Carolina.
Miss Bundschuh is a graduate
of Hope College and is presently attending Smith College
School for Social Work in Mass-

forensics

participants

afternoon on a charge of unlawfully driving away an automobile. He was bound over to Circuit Court to appear April 6.
Bond was set at $2,000.

The winners of the local contest will ••epresentthe school
at the district contest to be held
April 7 at West Ottawa High
School. Participatingschools
in will include Mona Shores, Shel-

More Donors

Roberts was picked up
Grand Haven Sunday night af- by, Muskegon, Muskegon
Is
Boer, 647 Bay Ave.; Mrs. Terry
ter he allegedly stole a car Heights, Muskegon Catholic and
Clinic
Reimink and twins, route 2; Fay
owned by David Diepenhorst of West Ottawa.
Frontier Roundup patches
achusetts.Mr. Morrison at179 Timberwood Lane from the
Higgs, route 3; Mrs. Homer
were given to Earl and Mark
tended Hope and is presently Additional donors are being
at
Holland
Heights Christian ReHamstra and baby, 10425 ChiDalman, Dan and Don Klompattending High Point College in sought for the Red Cross blood
formed church.
cago Dr., Zeeland; Mrs. Larry
arens, Richard Raymond,
clinic
in
Holland
Thursday
from
North Carolina.
Holland detectives said RobKammeraad and baby, 44 South
Georae Hoving, Harold Streur
A September 4 wedding is noon to 6 p.m. in Holland erts
admitted stealingthree othPine, Zeeland; Mrs. Frank
and Lee Cliffman.
Armory.
The
site
was
changed
planned.
March Is Children’sArt Tuck, 716 Ottawa Beach Rd.; SPRING LAKE
er cars. Detectives said Roberts
Cliffman,
Mark
Dalman,
Lloyd
from Civic Center because of
Month. Cities throughout the Mrs. Patricia Lugers. 490 West
Joe Moran, city recreation
told them he had taken a car
George Hoving, Raymond, Curthe Home Show
Sidney Boeve, 40, of 16800 FruitUnited States have set aside 19th St.; Mrs. Rollin Oshier,
from
Roseland, Ind., to Galien, department manager, spoke to
tiss Ringewold,Harvey Streur,
An appeal through local
March as the month to observe 194 Vi East Seventh St.; Mrs. port Rd., Spring Lake township, Tim Streur, Vander Kooi. Van
Mich., about midnightSaturday members of the Holland Optichurches has been made and
the creative and artistic effort Katie Schrotenboer,route 5: died at his home about 8 p.m. Dyke and Dean and Don Wright
some donors have been lined and took another from Galien to mist Club at their meeting Monof children. This year, for the Carmen Alverez, 308 West 12th Sunday following several received one year pins.
day noon. He reported on the
up but far from the hoped-for Three Oaks, Mich.
The third auto was taken at Western Michigan closed JunRichard Raymond is advancefirst time, the Holland Public St.; Kenneth Navis, route 2, months illness.
250 goal
Three Oaks and driven to Hol- ior Tennis Tournament sponsorSchools are making a concen- Dorr; Hugo Zoerner, route 1,
Churches respondingto date
He was born in Holland and,™"1
land where it was abandoned ed last summer by the Optiare
Zion
Lutheran,
Rose
Park
trated effort to show what is West Olive,
moved to Grand Haven in 1933. !
Hm Vat
after running low on gasoline mists. The club received a
Reformed,GraafschapChristian
He was a partner in the Boeve
^
SaroW
creative,artistic and fun in the
near the place where Diepen- group picture of the players
Reformed, Sixth Reformed,
horst's auto was taken.
field of art.
who competed in the event.
Ninth Street Christian Re.
Detectives said authoritiesin
The Downtown Merchants
Cass Speicher announcedthat
formed and Pine Creek Chrislire.
the Michigan and Indiana cities
wooden
shoes were being made
Division of the Holland Chamtian
Reformed.
Mrs.
L.
W.
in 1943 and was active in both
had been notifiedof the thefts for use as mementoes for guest
master and Robert Morris is asber of Commerce have cooperLamb Jr. is assistingthe Red
basketball and football. He had
and that the FBI had also been
sistant.
ated by placing art work in
Cross with church organizaspeakers appearing before the
also played with the Holland
informedthat Roberts admitted
DOUGLAS
Carl
Wicks
Special
guests
were
Mr.
and
store windows. Samples of
tion,
attempting
to
have
a
lay
Optimist
,
Hurricanes.
driving the first of the series
Mrs. Richard Smith. Mr. and
drawing, painting,collage, and topped the Peoples ticket as
person appointed to serve as
Arrangements
are being made
He was a veteran of World Mrs. Jack Shoemaker. Mr. and
of stolen cars from Indiana to
paper sculpture can be seen. president in the Douglas Vilblood donor chairman
with area high schools for the
War II having served with the Mrs. Leon Meyers, Mr. and
Michigan.
lage
election
on
Monday
and
These are examples of work that
Persons willing to donate
annual oratoricalcontest to be
U. S. Navy. He was a former Mrs. Dick Raymond, and Mr.
are typical of good creative art Douglas Bryan won the assesblood may call the Red Cross
held on the evening of April 5
and Mrs. Webb Dalman.
expression, not just the best sor's race on the same ticket
office for an appointment.
at Cumerford’sRestaurant. The
Repair
Dr. James Hays, Les Shaffer
Dalman presented Van Dyke
Among the donor volunteers
of the artistic few.
noon meeting has been reschedwith the troop charter who in
are Mrs. Harold Troost and
At the Herrick Public and William Shephard were
in Street
uled for 7 p.m.
turn gave the charter to Hetnamed trustees.
Howard Dubbink of Rose Park
Library, a different presentaMilton Beelen announcedplans
tinga,
representing
the
Loyal
Miss Carol Christian church, and Jacob Garvelink
Howard Schultz on the CitiA
crew from the city e
tion of elementary art work is
for the Tulip Time chicken barMr. and Mrs. A. A. Christian tij
z>ctar
"Order of the Moose, troop sponBd c^k/vw^n
Scholten,tLester
Scholten, neer’s departmentbegan rep
being shown. Art work from all zens ticket was named clerk
becue to be held in the parking
sors. Skits were presentedby of 120 West Park, Vicksburg, Donald Koeman. Marvin Genand
Mrs.
Bessie
Reininger,
ing a three-foot wide cave-in lot of the Northgate Shopping
grade levels in all media are
each
patrol.
in the pavement at Central Ave. Center.
shown and explained. Special treasurer.Incumbent trustee C.
and Eighth St Monday.
\emphasis is given to “Correla- Delbert Williamslost to Wicks
The new Allegan Optimist
Workmen discovered that the club has signed 24 members.
tion of Art,’’ and to “Art Edu- and Dale Royer was a candi|
cause of the cavein was a de- It meets every Wednesday at
cation-Pastand Present." The date for trustee.
There were 256 votes cast
,
, . working at donor clinics are
n,tu. in
,,, „
terioratedjoint
a storm sewdisplay which is in the auditorAdmitted to Holland Hospital 20
7:30 p.m. in the Log Cabin Inn
with
no
spoiled ballots.There
ium is open to the public during
UidversUv^canteen workers’ 8
er eight feet under the streets. in Allegan.
Monday were Edwin Lohman,
are
325 registered voters in
library hours.
560 West 18th St.; Mrs. James
war affiliat^ with 01 WOmen Wh° SefVe jU‘CeS and The leak from the j°int caused
Douglas.
Hillebrands, 453 West 20th St.; Alrl Chf Omepa^sororSv She Niches to the donors. ground t0 wash away last week
Art displays also are being
With no contest in Saugatuck,
Alpha Ch Omega sorority She Active cant^en workers are leaving the hole in the paveAndrew Van Fleeren, 1178 WinMerl
shown this month at the various
120 votes were cast for Lvnn
tergreen; Vicki Nienhuis,238 •s Presenty PreP.*™* fornh^ Mesdames W. Aldrich, W. Tent
elementaryschools in the halls, McCray, president; Mrs Sylvia
master s degree in ^rman at Blank s Dainillg q Denver, Workmen are now repairing
West 33rd St. (discharged same
at
gym, and classrooms.
Underhill,clerk; Mrs. Charlotte
day); Mrs. Herman Wieten, 33
te lLT vear^t J E«*>*Her.
terete backing fSr the
Brown, treasurer; Herman Hir1 Hel,enthal- C. Johnson, F. joint, and will then fill in the
Merl J. Hoover 70, of 717
East 22nd St.; Charles Vander rfiui! rnilpip
ner, assessor and Roscoe Funk,
uuvrn
Ketchum, Ihrma Knapp. M. ground around the joint.
Central Ave., died Saturday
Meulen, 361 West 31st St.; Mrs.
A
summer
wedding
is
Mike^enney and James SeyDeing Kole, T. Kouw, E. K. Fanning,
Henry Terpstra, supervisor of morning at Holland Hospital.He
*,J,vardVanden Brink, 477 West planned.
mour, trustees.
E. Nyland, F. Raffenaud, W. streets,said repairs should be was a member of the Zion
^aicewoodBlvd.; Walter AlverAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Reagan, L. Rummler, J. Sas, completed by Friday.
Lloyd Sidney Boeve
Lutheran Church. He was forson, 2020 Lakewood Blvd.
Friday were Mrs. Edith Moom- L s H jacobsen Wed
F. Slag, C. Strong, F. Van
Pilings have been driven to merly employed by Citizen’i
deputy sheriff of Ottawa county, Vearly Coffman, 227 North Diey, 691 136th Ave.; John Vander
Slooten,
Vander Kolk, G. hold back the dirt while work- Transfer and was
served as court clerk in the Ot- vision.
former
Kooi, route 5; Mrs. Frank Tuck. To Wayne T. Boengter
Webbert,
W.
Winstrom,
H. Wil- man repair the joint. One lane custodian of Zion Lutheran
tawa CircuitCourt, was a counDischarged Monday were
716 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs.
son, P. Wojahn, Julia Woldring of traffic on Eighth St. has been Church.
Miss Lois Helene Jacobsen, ty licenseexaminer for several Lynn De Feyter, 891 Harvard
George Walaszewski.Pullman;
and Gretchen Ming
blocked for work on the proSurviving are the wife,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter ! years and was formerly em- Dr.; Ralph Phelps, 1308 Mary-

Art

Month

nut Dr.; Mrs. Raymond De

Lloyd Boeve
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Hospital Notes
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A

Connie Elenbaas, route 3; Mrs.
Jacobsen of route 2. West Olive, ployed at the Christman Lum- iand Ave., Lansing; Adrian
Florence Van Faasen, 624 West
Baumann, 827 Oakdale Ct.;
and Wayne Terry Boerigter,son ber Co. in Spring
19th St.; Lisa Veltman, 1729
He attended the Spring Lake Mrs. Charles Riemersma, 136th
of Mr and Mrs. Andrew BoerigJackson St., Hudsonville; Mrs.
Baptist
Ave ; John Vander Kooi, route
Fannie Volkema, 1687 Ottawa ter of 326 East Washington.
Surviving
are
his
wife,
the
5; Mrs. Laura Burkhardt,655
Beach Rd.; Mrs. Lyda Nien- Zeeland, were married Feb 5
in the parsonageof South Olive former Gerry Duer; two sons, Steketee; Mrs. Lloyd Riemershuis, 439 WashingtonAve.; Lori
Tim and James, and a four- ma, 251 Maerose Ave.; Mrs.
Allen, 2515 Lakeshore Dr. (dis- Christian Reformed Church.
month-olddaughter, Sidney I Leo J. Roberts, 333 West 19th
The couple was attended by Annette; the parents, Mr. and .St.; Kathy Skaggs, 212
charged
cnargea same day); Scott Van
West
Vuren, 355 West 18th St. (dis Miss Judy Hop
Ba»ng; Mrs william Boeve; {our broth- Ninth St.
charged same day).
ers, Alvin, Harold and Edwin
DischargedFriday were MarPerf°rm’
of Teenage Republicans
cia Bowmaster, 1281 Heather ed the double ring ceremony s
tw0La" Verne*
broth.

Lake.

Church.

same

^

and

(

^th00^811

^

^’^“andwd1
i Lak
5,

K

Dr.; Harold Howard, 99 River
Miss Carolyn Genzink and ers,6Norman and Leonard Hold Regular Meeting
Hills Di., Mrs. David Albin and Peter Jacobsen Jr., brother of
Boeve and two step sisters, Mrs.
The Teenage Republicans
babv, 1712 Main St.; David De the bride, served punch at a
Marvin Israels and Mrs. Vicmet Thursday in the RepubliVries, 254 West 13th St.; Ken- reception for 25 guests held in
tor Brink all of Holland.
can Headquarters.
neth Cady, 195 East 10th St.; the church basement.
A letter received from M. J.
Larry Webb, 65 East 32nd St.;
Following a northern wedding
Mr. and Mrs. J. Kalmink Van Oort, chairman of the
Mrs. Roger Van Dam and baby, trip the newlyweds are residing
Tulip Time float committee was
57 East 16th St.; Anita Knoth, at 6084 East Main St. Zeeland. Mark 40th Anniversary
read. Plans have been made to
422 50th St., SW. Wyoming; The bride is employed by Colorbegin
construction of the TAR
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Kaimink
Mrs Don Gray, 164 East 16th craftersCorp and the groom at
of route 2, Hamilton who cele- float during spring vacation
St.; Ni“S. Anne Dorn, route 1,
Chris Craft.
The unfinished business conbrated their 40th wedding anWest Olive.
niversary Friday were enter- sisted of the unanimous ratifiAdmitted Saturdaywere Wiltained by their children on Sat- cation of the constitution. A
liam Jellema, 320 South Wav- Ticketed After Mishap
urday
at Jack’s Garden Room statement of Republicanbeliefs
Holland
police
charged
Richeriy Rd.; Mrs. George Bonteof the South Ottawa TARS was
koe, 194 West 16th St.; Mrs. ard G. Vander Broek, 16, of 36 Restaurant.
also adopted.
Attending
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
East
12th
St.,
with
careless
Herman Koning, 353 North State
In keeping with one of the
Austin Kalmink, Mr. and Mrs.
SI., Zeeland;Dennis Trombley, driving following a car-truck
Ronald
Kalmink,
Mr.
and
Mrs. provisions of the constitution
collision
Monday
at
the
intersec355 North Division; John Frens,
tion of 32n<i St. and Washington Eugene Berens, Mr. and Mrs. the following standingcommit243 West 22nd St.; Abe Veurink,
Ave. Police said Vander Brock’s Vern Ekema and Mr. and Mrs. tees were appointed: Publicity,
19 West Seventh St.
Mary Bomers and Jayne Tien;
Discharged Saturday were car skidded around the cornei;, Wayne Schipper.
Anniversary cake was serv- program committee,Mary Vanstriking
a
semi
truck
driven
by
Mrs. John Heidema, 160 Hope
ed at the home of Mr. and Mrs. der Leek, Sally Visser, Linda
Ave.; Mrs. Joe Meyering, 200 Lawrence Simmons Jr., 40, of
Karsten and Alyce Langejans.
Berens.
14
East
34th
St.
East 26th St.; Pascal T. Carroll,
route 2; Mrs. George E. Bolks,
route 1, Hamilton;Mrs. Rodney
De Kraker and baby, 2124 West

Mrs. Roger Dyke, 1339
Bayview Dr.; Mrs. William Fitzhugh, Fennville; Mrs. Stanley
Grasman and baby, 4901 48th
St., Hudsonville;Mrs. Robert
Mulder, 128 Spruce Ave.; Robert Ver Beek, 117 West 31st St.;
Mrs. Jason Woldring,94 East
24th St.; Esmeralda Ybarra, 91
West Seventh St.; Mrs. Dave De
Lisle and baby, 164 West 10th
St.; Luther Gullett, 38 West
Cherry St; James Tubergan,
720 Lillian St.; Lisa Veltman,
1729 Jackson St., Hudsonville;
Mrs. Lyda Nienhuis, 439 Washington Ave.
Admitted Sunday were Harvey Ver Hoeven, 282 Elm Ave.;
Charles Lumbert, 115 East 15th
St.; Bastian Vander Vlies, 88
West 16th St.; Joseph Wentzel,
Hamilton; Lester Emil, Hoth,
429 CoUege Ave.; Janet Timmer, 444 West 18th St.; Mrs.
Harold Dreuth, 501 West 22nd
St.; Mrs. Erwin De Vree, 1473
Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs. Lloyd
Riemersma, 251 Maerose Ave.;
Jodi Sears, 209 Howard; Mrs.
Del Van Tongeren, 702 Park
14th St.;

Ave.

Discharged Sunday were Andrew Van Kampen, 843 Butter-

a

A new canteen class is being ject.
Jennie; two sons, James of
organized with the following
Hamilton and Delbert of Grand
enralees:Mesdames H. WesRapids; one daughter, Mrs.
terhof,D. Lamb, J. Van Iwaar- Mrs. W.
Allen (Frances) Teall of Holden, L. Cook, F. Hornrira, E.
land; six grandchildren;two
at 97
Fuder, B. Gilcrest,
De
great grandchildren.
Kraker, C. De Vries, H. RaBIRMINGHAM - Mrs. Wilmaker, H. Wendt, and Dor*
Schermer, Marie Huff, Myrtle liam C. (Jeannette Gibson)
Bierman, Eunice Wiersma and Chinnick, 97, longtimesummer
Mrs. A. Vander Kolk. Mrs. resident of Virginia Park, HolVander Kolk and Mrs. Slag are land, and widow of a prominent
Grand Rapids restaurateur and
co-chairmen.
sportsman, died Sunday after
a brief illnessat the home of
Area Students Sign Up
her daughter,Mrs. Russel A.
For Vienna Summer Tour
Swaney in Birmingham.
Mrs. Chinnick, who spent
Eighty per cent of the reser- summers in Virginia Park since
Miss Nancy
various 'for Hope CoUege’s 1965
1912, lived in Grand Rapids
The engagement
of»Miss Nan- (1 yjenna
Summer oenuui
School have
v
oro
nave
Tlaanl*to
A Terry
TV\
' A I /A^\m O tl Vienna oununei
cy. Bush
accordl (0 Dr until 1952 when she went to
has been announced. The bride- paul Frjed director of jnter. Birmingham to live with her
daughter. She was a member of
elect is the daughter o Mrs I ti(mal studies a( Hope
Grace Episcopal Church, Grand
Wdliam Bush of Fennville and , Michigan area students who
Rapids.
the late William Btish Looman |
accepte(jfor the proSurvivingare three daughis the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- m
Milicent Koeman.
r\/\mon nf
A o Q
. . —
•••
ters, Mrs. Swaney, Mrs. Wilence ILooman
of Allegan.
David Tobergan, Leon J. Van
Miss Bush is a graduate of Dyke, John E. Albrecht, Paul liam Daley of Detroit and Mrs.
Kenneth Schepers of Spring
Fennville High School and has
Bast, Barbara Granberg, Con- Lake; eight grandchildren and
her bachelors degree in teach- rad Nienhuis,Nelda Prothro,
BIS
15 great grandchildren.
ing from Central MichiganUni- Joan ten Hoor, Beth Van
versity.She is presently teach- ken, Susan Thompson, Pamela
CAR
. c
ing at the Valley View Elemen- Lubbers, Daniel Ten Cate and ^ hapter to Sponsor
If you're a working farmer,
tary School in Rockford.
Don
Nursing Scholarship
you're entitledto a special
Mr. Looman is
a graduate of
~ -o--- I Departure date for the stu15% to 30% discount on
Allegan High School and
9 jrom ^ew York
At the regular meeting of Star
car insurance with State
in the United States Army He | on
Aurelia arriving at of Bethlehem Chapter No. 40,
Farm. Fast claim service too
is currently employed as Chief LeHavre, France June 18.
O.E.S., held last Thursday,
—available
wherever you
of Police at
- tour precedes the members approveda request to
The study
A June wedding is being academic session in Vienna sponsor a student applying for drive. No wonder more
farmers insure their cars
planned.
which begins July 7 and lasts scholarship in nurses training.
and trucks with State Farm
until August 14.
Plans also were made for a
Allendale
rummage sale to be held in than with any
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WCTU

Meet

Is

Scheduled

Marriage Licenses

April.

other

company.

Shouldn’t you?

—

Lunch was served by Agnes
ALLENDALE
A regular
Ottawa County
Call todayl
meeting of the Allendale WoRobert Lee Vander Kolk, 22, Shaver and her committee.
The next meeting will be an
men’s Christian Temperance route 1, Zeeland, and Geneva
Union will be held Monday eve- Mieste, 22, route 5, Holland; initiation on March 18 with the
ning at the home of Mrs. John Randall A. Baldwin, 24, and past officers exemplifying the
Gemmen.
Patsy Jo Polinsky, 22, Holland. work.
At the February meeting held
at the home of Mrs. Leslie Taylor, the program was dedicated
to the memory of Frances Willard, founder of the WCTU.
Mrs. Albert Gemmen, Mrs.
THE BIG DUTCHMAN SALUTES
Taylor and Mrs. Ted Walwood
reported on a trip to Evanston,
IU. where they visited the
I
Frances Willard Home which is
Ambassador
now a museum and Mrs. StevAGINT
ens explained the book entitled
Judith
Your Stat§ Fam Your Stato Fan
“The Life of Frances Willard”
family buuraucufamily fucuraua
which was presented to the
Allendale group by Mrs. O. K.
Our country is fortunateto have young people
Marshall of Coopersville, who
PHONES
of your caliber to participate in the "Experiment in
is 90 years old. She has been
EX 6-8294 and EX 4-8133
active in WCTU and served as
International Living". It is a program that deserves
25 West 9th St.
its district chairman for many
the whole hearted support of the community.
years.
‘
Authorized Representatives
Mrs. Don Stevens, president,

is

^-Hats

Off!

Community

CHET

BOB

BAUMANN FREERS

Thomas

*
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RECEIVES CHECK —

Marvin Freestone,(cenof Dimes, is
shown receivinga check for around $120 representing the proceeds of the Gold Key Ball sponter) area

chairmanof the March

sored by the Jaycee Auxiliary.Also shown ure
Mrs. James Essenberg (left) Jaycee Auxiliary
president, and Mrs. Jack Westrate,chairman of
the
(Esssenberg photo)

dance.

v

conducted the business meeting.

Lunch was served by Mrs.
Taylor.

ACINI J

'

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS. INC.
General Offices, Holland. Michigan
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SWOONING TEENAGERS—

Steve Maatman
Bye Birdie” which will be produced in the West
Conrad Birdie (at microphone)is the object Ottawa High School Cafetorium March 16, 17.
of these swooning teenagers' affection in

"Bye

20.

18, 19 and

ter margins,pushed to a 64-55

Dutch Stop

(West Ottawa photo)

Choral Group

third period spread, their biggest of the game.
For
But a pesky zone press upset
Holland and the Sailors had a
17-8 edge, enjoyingone eightpoint spurt in which they grabA large part of West Ottawa's
bed the lead for the first time, forthcoming drama production,
68-66 with 2:14 left.
"Bye Bye Birdie" consists of
Mike Lawson’s five-foot jump
Ted
Huebner's
reverse layup chorus numbers and rehearsals
er with eight seconds left gave
gave the Sailors the lead and for the many numbers and
Holland’sbasketball team an
he added two free shots 50 sec- dance routines are being held
84-82 double overtime win over
Muskegon Mona Shores Satur- onds later for their only other daily.
Miss Nanalee Raphael, a
day night in the Holland High regulationgame edge, 70-68.
But these were his last points West Ottawa junior,is choreofieldhouse and the Class A disas he fouled out with 2:35 left grapher for the production to
trict championship.
in the first overtime.
be presented March 16, 17, 18,
With 1,281 paid fans sweating
Huebner sank eight of 14 and 19 and 20 under the direction
through the pressure-packed ovmade 22 while Tom Essenburg of Jan Stucky, drama director
ertime, the 6’9” junior climaxed
made 20 on eight of 25. Jim at the West Ottawa High School.
their anxiety with a basket to
Wank had 12.
The musical will be given in
put Holland in the regional for
Holland’s inside game worked thes chool cafetorium.
the third time in five years.
the best it has this season as
In the chorus are Jill Beelen,
It also concluded his finest
the Dutch passed to Lawson unperformance as he meshed 35 derneath. He had 19 points in Chari Weigel, Marla Van Den
Heuvel, Mary Hart, Sharlene
points on 11 baskets in 22 tries
the first half. Brolin was an efTalsma, Judy Van Oosterhout
and hit 13 of 15 free throws.
fective sub as he hit on eight
Linda Schregardus, Sally Kon
Lawson took a pass from John
of 11 and ended with 16. Coach
ing, Lee Prstma, Debbie Ny
Leenhouts and fired for the
Don Piersma praised both play- kamp, Bonr.ie Thomann, Bar
game-winningbasket.
ers and felt Lawson’s play was bara Dorn. Snarla Ter Beek
The final field goal came secthe game’s “equalizer.”
Barb Zornermaand, Bonnie
onds after a jump ball at the
Lawson and Brolin helped Raphael, Karen Kruithoff,
Holland free throw lane. The
Holland’s percentage to soar to Nancy lomen, Lorie Eilander,
Dutch gained possession,worka fine 48 per cent with 31 of Mary Streur, Jan Wiley, Ruth
ed the ball around with Leen65 from the floor. The Dutch Jansen.
houts firing a perfect pass to
had periods of 7-14; 7-15; 4-10;
Others are Melodic Greenthe big center. Leenhouts also
2-2 and 2-6. The Sailorsmade 33
wood, Carol Napier, Carolyn
intercepted a pass near midof 72 for 46 per cent and had
Gorman, Steve Northuis, Ken
court as Mona Shores tried to
quarters of 6-17; 8-17; 7-16; 7-14; Laarman, Greg Gorman, Lynn
set up another shot at the final
24 and 24. The Dutch made 22 Bakker, Bob Slenk, A. J. Vis*
buzzer.
of 35 free throws and the Sail- ser, Mike Graves, Steve Kuna,
Leenhouts had tied the game, ors, 16 of 21. Holland led in reJack Kleinheksel, Roger Siam,
82-82 with 20 seconds remain- bounding, 32-25.
Chris Raphael, J
Glupker,
ing on a free throw. But he
Holland takes a 144 mark in Ralph Nelson, Larry Alofs and
missed the bonus shot. Two the regional while the Sailors
Bob Boyce, Linda Grit, Steve
jump balls followed with the ended with an 11-6 record. HolSiam, and Jill Lubbers.
second one, tipped by Bob Bro- land will play Lansing Sexton
lin, providing Holland with pos- Friday.

West Ottawa

Mona Shores

Announced

Play

In District

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Derks
(Van M«ll* photo)

The marriage of Miss Sandra
Sprick, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Sprick of Hamilton, and Terry Derks, son of
Mrs. Ted Derks of 271 West
29th St., was soimenizedFriday, Feb. 19 in Hamilton Reformed Church.
Ferns, white candelabraand
two bouquets of stock and pompons and kissing candles formed the settingfor the doublering ceremony performed by
the Rev. Ralph Ten Clay. Organ
music was provided by Mrs.

Marinus Ten Brink who also
accompanied the soloist,Miss

Judy Dannenberg,who sang
“The Lord’s Prayer” and “I
Love You, Dear.”
Wedding attendants were
Miss Nancy Strunk as maid of
honor, Miss Sharon Engels man
and Miss Bette Sprick, sister of
the bride, as bridesmaids; Miss
Tammie Coster, niece of the
groom, as miniature bride;
Todd Sprick, brother of the
bride, miniature groom; Terry
Coster, brother-in-law of the
groom as best man; Bob Derks,
brother of the groom, and Edward Bosch, ushers.
The bride, approaching the
altar with her father, wore a
bell-shapedgown of bridal
satin with long sleeves and
scoop neckline, edged with sequins. The lace chapel train
fell from the neckline and a

cabbage rose centered a large
bow in the back. A veil was
secured to a crown of pearls
and sequins. She carried a single rose.
Carrying single mums were
the bridal attendants whose
gowns of wild berry taffeta
were floor-lengthand featured
bell-shaped skirts, scoop necklines and elbow-length sleeves.
Mrs. Sprick wore a cranberry
two-piece sheath with black and
white accessories and the
groom’s mother had a blue suit
with blue and white accessories. Each had a white rose corsage.
Assisting at a reception for
100 guests in the church parlors
were Mr. and Mrs. Tony Wentzel as master and mistress of
ceremonies; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Haverdink at the punch bowl;
Marilyn Albers, Shirley dipping,

Co.

The groom’s mother entera rehearsal dinner
Thursday evening at Cumertained with

ford’s Restaurant.

Bendle, 6-5 in the second round.

Other Class B state champions were 95, Mike McGilliard,
Okemos; 103,
Lester,

James

River Rouge;

112,

Glen Moore,

Clio; 120, Jack Parrish, Charlotte; 127, Finley, Clio; 138,

Tom

Buford, Cranbrook; 145,
Ubanik, Otsego; 154. Clark Walker, Bronson; 165, Pat Karslake, Okemos; 180, John Thingstad, Lansing Waverly and
heavyweight, Mack Baker,
Buchanan.

Longfellow
Jim Rynsborger

Blue,

Gold

Banquet Held

Wins Crown

Cub Scout Pack 3055 of Longfellow School held their annual
Blue and Gold Banquet in the
Longfellowgym, on Thursday

Wrestling

LANSING — Jim

Rynsburger,

Zeeland High’s 133-pound wrestler,

won

the Michigan Class

B

state title in his divisionSatur-

day at Lansing Waverly High
School.

Zeeland finishedtied for fifth
with Bronson with 25 points.A
total of 62 teams competed in
the state meet with Okemos
taking top honors with 38 followed by Charlotte,30; Clio, 27
and Otsego, 26.
It' was senior Rynsburger’s
second state title. He won the
95 - pound championship as a
sophomore in 1963. In gaining
his second title, Rynsburger decisioned Dave Spotts of Charlotte, 4-1 in the first round and
decisioned Ron Kuelbs of Coloma, 7-0 in the second round.
His third round foe, Jerry
O’Bryant of Haslett was decisioned, 3-1

and he

decisioned

Mike Okerman of Corunna, 94
for the championship.
Zeeland’s Bill Zeerip lost in
the 127-pound finals. He was
stopped by Dennis Findley of
Ok), fr4. Zeerip pinned Byron
Van Wagoner of Coldwater in
an overtime and in the second
round decisionedGary Nollar
of Whitmore Lake, 94. In the
third round he decisioned Tim
Krupp of New Northrop St Mi-

Tops Zeeland
In District
ZEELAND — A poised Holland Christian basketball squad
scored 13 points in the final two
minutes here Saturday night to
take a hard fought 81-65 decision from the Zeeland Chix before 2,000 fans, enabling the
Maroons to annex their 30th
district tourney championship.

East 26th St., pinned in the car for more than
90 minutes, was not seriously hurt. The rear of
the car is shown wrapped around the third tree
hit by the car after Prince lost control of the
vehicle on Douglas Ave. at 2 42 a m. Sunday.
• Sentinel photo)

Deur left and did well while
sub Paul Steggerda was tough
on the boards tying center
Harold Alferink with 15 rebounds apiece. Alferink got 13
of these in the second half. Although Wedeven didn't have his
usual shooting night he still
counted 14. connecting on eight

Costello,f ......
Essink, c ......
Schout, g ......
Elenbaas,g ....
Engle, g .......
Van Hoven, f ....
De Vries, f ......

6
2
9
0
0
0
1

1 3
5 3

13
9

7 3 25
1 5
0 10
0 2 0
0 4 2
1

Totals ........ 24 17 23 65

for eight free throws.

For Zeeland, the play of Lloyd
Schout was outstanding, as he

Chemical Group

closed out his basketball career
at Zeeland. He came through
with 25 points on some beautiful outcourt shots, besides serving as the team leader Dave
Costello hit well from the forGlen Tilbury, chemistry
ward spot while center Bob Es- teacher and chairman of the
sink was tough on the boards. science department of Cham-

Sets

Program

For Students

Despite the victory, the
Maroons had one of their poorer shooting nights hitting25-72
for 35 per cent. Their worst
period was the first hitting only
5-22 missing

many

paign (111.) High School, will
speak to area high school students in connection with a pro

gram sponsored by the Western Michigan Section of the

of the layup

American Chemical Society.
The education committee oi
After the Maroons had taken the chemical group under the
althoughone was nullifiedby
a lane violation.During the an early four-point bulge, the leadership of Dr. Laurence H
entire game. Christian connec- rest of the quarter was close Wilson of The Ott Chemical Co
with Zeeland holding a 15-13 in Muskegon, has developede
ted on 31-38 attempts.
session.
margin at the first horn.
double program of interest tc
Christian’s road to victory
The Sailors had taken an 82It was a wild second period area high school students.
was a tough one as it tangled
81 lead on a pair of Bob Forwith Schout and Deur matching
Mr.
Tilbury
will
address
stuwith an inspired Zeeland outfit
shots for much of the quarter. dents in Holland High School al berg's free throws and clock
that refused to quit. Coach Paul
Both hit 14 points in the stanza. 8 a m. Tuesday morning fol- showing 41 seconds. This pair
Van Dort’s club could do little
Zeeland held one or two point lowed by an appearance al wiped out Lawson’s two free
wrong in the first half as it
margins during most of the
shots 19 seconds before which
Holland Christian High School
probably played one of its best
had given Holland an 81-80
period leading 25-23 at the midHe
will
be
at
West
Ottawa
games of the season. First half
edge.
way point. At halftime, Zeeland
shooting saw the Chix connect
High School at 1:30 p m.
led, 41-36.
Guerin Pierre, who had sent
on 15 of 36 for 42 per cent.
Tilbury was graduated from
After Zeeland moved the
the game in the first overtime
Overall, Zeeland shot 24 of 68
IllinoisState Normal University
bulge to 43-36, led by Alferink's
on a jumper with 37 seconds to
for 35 per cent.
rebounding and fine shooting and received his masters de- play, fired a basket to give the
It was a game of contrasts by Deur, Klaasen and Wedeven. gree in chemistry from the
Sailors a 78-76 lead in the secwith the losers holding the up- Christian started to move and University of Illinois. He also
ond three-minute overtime but
per hand throughout most of the tied the count at 4444. The studied at Teacher's College,
a Brolin push shot tied the
first half, but never by more
Maroons were looking sharp Columbia University.Utah State score. Forberg hit a jumper bethan five points, a margin they with a five point bulge when University and Hope College.
fore Cal Beltman’s free throw
received at halftime when Ford Deur picked up his fourth perIn April a competitive examBerghorst threw one in from sonal and went to the bench. ination will be given to choose at 1:40 put Holland within one.
Lawson’s free throws followed.
midcourt at the buzzer.
Despite the readjustment, Chris- high school seniors in the WestBrolin had kept Holland in
The Chix upped their margin tian maintainedthe lead at 56- ern Michigan area. Two scholthe first overtime. He also got
to seven immediatelyafter the 53 going into the last period.
arships will be awarded, based Holland’s last basket of the regsecond half began. Then came
Holland maintained the ad- on the results of these examin- ulation game on a driving laythe Maroon surge which saw vantage by scant margins dur- ations.
up with 52 seconds to play but
them take the lead at 4644 with ing the tense last period which
Pierre matched it.
4:22 left in the period on a saw Deur pick up his fifth perIn the first two minutes of the
Pennington
Infant
Dies
swisher by
Wedeven. sonal foul after scoring one
initial overtime, Brolin made a
Zeeland never tied the count basket and setting up another In Coldwater Hospital
rebound shot and a jumper for
again but narrowed it to one during the 27 seconds he played.
the only shots Holland got in
twice.
COLDWATER
Diana
}
Jack Elenbaas, soph guard for
the three minutes. But the four
Both clubs got great indivi- the Chix, fouled out with 1:28 Pennington, 9-month-old dau
points didn’t last as Forberg
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cai
dual perform^otesfrom a num- left,
tied it 76-76 with 22 seconds to
Penningtonof route 2, Gr;
her of players. For Holland Holland Christian (81)
play. Holland set up a play but
Christian it was the board
j-'j; |.vp pp jp Haven, died Sunday morning
failed to get a shot away.
of both Tom Deur and Larry Kalmink. f ......
the Coldwater State Hosp
Mona Shores’ fine fourth
Klaasen.Deur sat out all but W’edeven. f ....
2
where she had been for the p
quarter sent the game into an
four minutes of the second half Alferink,
4
month.
overtime. The Dutch, who held
but pumped in 26 points during Deur,
....... 12
5
Besides the parents she
18-14 and 39-36 first half quarhis stay. Klaasen controlledthe Klaasen, g .....
3
survived by a sister, Rel
team during Deur s absence and Steggerda. f
1 10 3
three brothers,Milford, G,
came through with 21 points. Sharda,
1
and Gabriel Lee: the mater
most of them under great
grandparents.Mr. and V.
sure, hitting nine out of nine at
25 31 19 ri George Williams of Trosp
variety.

m

evening. The Rev. Gordon Van
Oostenburgopened with prayer.
The tables were decoratedby
each Den and a potluck supper
was enjoyed by all.
Guests of the Pack for the
evening included Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Rowell, Chippewa Dis-
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For

Dance
March of
at

Dimes Benefit

Approximately 700 young peo
pie from local Junior and Sen
16 ior High Schools and Hope Col
2 lege danced to music providec
4
by The Legends at the Marc!
4

0

0

2

0

2

31

22

19

84

Shores (82)

Dimes benefit dance Satur
day evening in Holland Civi<
of

Center
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monies. His handling of the in
troduction of pop records dur
ing the intermissionand his giv
ing out of record albums to win
ners, gave the crowd a variec
evening
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The event was sponsoredbj
the March of Dimes committe*
82 with Larry Calfee of the Hopt
Assisting as chaperoneswen
0
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Home

Mr. and Mrs. William Spahr
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fierro
SPRING LAKE - Fire of unMr. and Mrs. Julius Bertalan
determined origin damaged a Mr. and Mrs. John Steininger
one-story frame house at 1351 Mr . and Mrs. John Vasque:
Wilson Rd. in Spring Lake and Mr. and Mrs. John Justin
Proceeds of the dance will tx
township at 5:30 a m. Sunday.
presented to Marvin Freestone
The house, owned by Burley
Fire

Damages

chairman of the March

Gray who
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play

700

Holland (84)

Tom

Rynsburger

In

Christian

Lila
Leading 6645 with 2:23 left,
Kempkers in the gift room and Coach Art Tuls’ team came
Mary and Jane Peeks at the through under pressure to break
guest book.
the game open. During this
Following a brief wedding trip final spell the Maroons hit 13
the newlyweds reside at 122 straight free throws as the
East Cherry St., Zeeland. The Chix tried desperately to gain
bride is employed by Dr. L. A. possession of the ball. In the
Van Kley and the groom works final period the winners sunk 16
at Marvin Albers Distributing out of 16 from the charity stripe,

Bob Rynsburger drew a first
round bye and was decisioned
by Pete Ostrander of Flint

. • second state title

Ottawa County deputy Donald
the twistedwreckage of the
car in which driver John L. Prince. 19. of 608
Central Ave , Holland, died early Sunday.
Prince's passenger, Edwin Schaap, 20, of 284

Newhouse inspects

Sandra Kortering and

of Holt decisioned Heyboer,8-0
in consolation action.

•

FATAL CRASH —

lives directly across

ol

Dimes.

the highway,had just been vacated Saturday by a family with early Sunday morning.F
five children. State police dis- burg Fire Chief Jack
covered the fire while on patrol
estimated loss at $3,500.

trict Commissioner. Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Smith, Chippewa Dis- the, '“J,
Zeeland (65)
Ky.. and the paternal gra
trict Scout Executive, Miss
Jack Kalmink moved
FG FT PF TP mother, Mrs. Amie Penning
Esther Kooyers, Longfellow his forward spot to guard when Berghorst, f ....
2 15 of Onita, Tenn,
School Principal and Stephen
Scott, president of Longfellow
PTA.
The opening of the program
was in charge of Den 4. Mrs.
H. Holt, den mother. Edgar
Gallmeier kept all the boys
entranced by his magic and
sleight of hand performance.
Awards were presented to the
following Cubs: Robert Race,

gold arrow and two

silver

arrows; Scott Van Antwerp,silver arrow; Tim Zuverink, Bear
badge; Tom Steggerda, denner
stripes; Ron Oosterbaan.Bear
badge; Curtis Peters, gold arrow; John R. Scholten, gold
arrow and two silver arrows;
E. Borgman, Wolf badge.
Also receiving awards were J.
Holt, Wolf badge; M. Kouw,

Wolf badge; Mark Harthorn,
Wolf badge; David McNeely,
Wolf badge and gold arrow; Jim

Knoll, gold arrow; Peter Boven.
denner stripes. The following
Cubs received their Bobcat
chaels, 7-6.
badges: D. Paulucci, R. VeurEd Heyboer and Bob Ryns- ink, J. Etterbeek, Warren Lindburger of Zeeland competed in say, Bill Westrate, Clare Slager,
the 145 and 120-pound weight and Jack Payne.

classes. Heyboer decisioned

The

received by Dens 2 and 3, Mr.
2-0 in the first round and lost Van Antwerp’s Dens.
to Alex Ubanik of Otsego, 54
The closingwas given by Bob
in the second round.

Bob

CLASS A

AttendanceCubby was

Gary Hope of Flint Hamady,

Fish Nienhuis.

CLASS B DISTRICT CHAMPIONS - Coach Art
i.ri8ht foreground), accepts the district
basketball tournamenttrophy Saturday night
after the Maroons defeated Zeeland, 81-65 in the

Class B district finals in the Zeeland gym. Zee-

land principalLaverne Lampen mai
sentation and the Christian players display tfieir
victory smiles. It was Christian's eighth district
title in nine years and 30th in history.
.
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‘'“ket. i» holding the

by Holland High principal Fred Bertsch follow,
mg Hollands 84-82 double overtime win over

(Sentinel photo)

(Sentinelphoto)

CLASS D DISTRICT CHAMPIONS

WEST OTTAWA BASKETBALL TEAM-Compiling a 5-11 regular Carlos Fierro. Terry Meyer. Craig Van Dyke and Dave Vixithum.
/season’a record, West Ottawa's basketball team scored 948 points. Standing are Coach Bonham. Arvin Visser, Paul Busscher. Dave
TTie Panthers loet to Zeeland in the Class B districttourament. Tripp, Bruce Van Huis, Dave Dykema. Dale Boeve and John
Jack Bonham is the West Ottawa coach. Kneeling (left to right)
Oonk, manager.
(Sentinel photo)
are Delwyn Overbeek, manager; Dave Farabee. Jack Den Uyl,

-

Joe Domitrz (left fore-

ground). Saugatuck basketball coach, accepts the Class D district
championship trophy from Ken Bauman, Holland High athletic
director and tournament manager,following the Class D district
tourney finals Friday night in the Holland High fieldhouse. Saug-
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Godwin.

at Wyoming

(SmUMl

gfcoto)
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Van Huis Led

Wed

in

Hope Church

West Ottawa
In

1;

For Convent ion

Scoring

Unit 36, Mothers
West Ottawa’s basketball
team scored 948 points in compiling a 5-11 record during the
regular season and senior center Bruce Van Huis took scor-

War

Van Huis played ip 14 games
as he missed two contests with

were named.
The meeting, under the

a

r

ak

Of

A

6,

trict’s

direc-

*

dele-

t

*

communication of appre-

»

fell

Mr. and Mrs. Russell G. Morison
Miss Carole Lynn Speet, with navy accessoriesand a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. pink flowered hat. A corsage of
George A. Speet of 304 West white carnationsand pink
30th St., was married to Rus- sweetheart roses completed the
sell G. Morison, son of Mr. and ensemble. Mrs. Biers wore a
Mrs Holly J. Biers of Grosse turquoise silk brocade suit with
Pointe Farms, Saturday in an turquoise accessoriesand a
evening ceremony performed in black whimsy veil headpiece.
the chancel of Hope Reformed Her corsage consisted of white
gardeniasand pink sweetheart
Church.

93 free throws. He averaged
The Rev. WilUam C. Hille10 2 from the floor. The other
guard, Dave Farabee, had 133 gonds officiatedat the double
points for an 8.8 average with ring ceremony amidst a setting
57 baskets and 17 of 33 free of two altar bouquets of white
carnations and a kissing canthrows.
Arvin Visser averaged 7.4 delabra. Anthony Kooiker was
and scored 119 points with 39 organist.
Given in marriage by her
baskets and 41 of 80 free
throws. Dale Boeve and Paul father the bride was attired in
Busscher each had 6.1 aver- a three piece pink suit comages. Boeve hit 18 of 38 free plemented by a pale pink illuthrows and 40 field goals for 98 sion veil falling from a pink or-

roses.

>

Shown here modeling their creations were 'left to right) Mrs.
H B Leach, prettiest hat. Mrs Carl Cook, most
originaland Mrs. T. Fredwick Coleman, funniest hat. About 100 women attended the affair.
(Sentinel photo)
sert-tea preceded the bridge.

talentsthese Holland Gardenn?,
Club members
dreamed up the hats that won orizes for them
at the Easter Bonnet Bridge held Thursday
afternoonat the Woman’s LiteraryClub. A des-

The Unit plans to present Mrs.
Ralph DeNardo, Michigan State
President, with a pair of wooden shoes as a remembranceof

time season’s opener. This was
followed with a 52-49 win over

|

Spring

the State Convention in Holland.
The decorations planned will ac-

Easter Bonnet Bridge

salary

teachers and
six-

of the dis-

two elementary schools,

Jeffers school in Spring Lake

m
wy.

ids Veterans Facility,for contributionsmade by the Holland
Unit, was read by Mrs. James
Crowle the Veterans Hospital
services chairman. Mrs. Rusticus presented a letter in regards
to a fund raising campaign on
behalf of the hospitalized veteran paraplegics.

season. Other wins were scored
in Allegan. 52-51 in an over-

its

room addition to one

from E. W. Wixom,
commandantat the Grand Rap-

I C

,

Teachers

SPRING LAKE - The

ciation
/A'’

The Panthers allowed their

Dave Vizithum was second
high with 164 points and he
made 59 field goals and 48 of

^

cus.

foes 1,041 points in the regular

goals.

•> *

Lake Board of Education Thurs-

tion of Mrs. Albert Boyce. Unit

tourney game.

105 field

V-

awarded a contract for a

points to his total in the single

made

?

held in Holland, May 4, 5 and

best of the Panthers and scored
a 72-66 win. Van Huis added 24

in free throws with 56 of 83 for

'

met Wednesday evethe Salvation Army Ci-

Shaffer and Mrs. Jacob Rusti-

But in the Class B district
tournament,the Chix got the

scorer, Van Huis led the team

'J *

gates. Alternates are Mrs. Jack

ords.

leading

*<

president, selected Mrs. Aaron

|.

Besides being the

(

Boosts Pay

jl

schedule for

Included in the five West Ottawa wins were two over Zeeland as the Panthers and Chix
tied for the Grand Valley
League basement with 2-6 rec-

80-61.

if

>7 4

day approved a new

mark.

backs were 57-52 and

jti *.

J

/ *

World

Shuck and Mrs. Boyce as

Paw Paw. Grand Haven

‘

.

to the State Convention, being

put was 33 against Godwin
when he set a school scoring

70-55 and the two Zeeland set-

>>l .

j

Lake

tadel. Delegatesand alternates

w

a sprained ankle. His best out-

of

wi.'jv

«.
.
•
•
t
#.

II,

ning at

ing honors with 266 points.

67 per cent. He

Spring

World War II
Mothers Plan

township.
The increase in the teachers’
salaries will add $28,000 to the

salary budget. Supt. Richard
Fonger reported Tbe minimum
for teacherswith BA degrees
was increasedfrom $4,600 to
$4,900 per year and the maximum was boosted from $7,050
to $7,350. For teachers with
master’s degrees the schedule
will be $400 more than the BA
teachersfor any given step.
J. W Blouw Co., Grandville.
low bidder of four firms that
submitted bids last week on the
Jeffers addition,was given the
contract at $97,758. Construction will start next week and the
completion date is Aug. 15, 1965,
E r h a r d t Construction Co.,
Grand Rapids, bid $99,370, Longer of Grand Rapids bid $99,466,
Stephenson Construction
Co., Zeeland,bid $99,297. The
Jeffers addition is one phase of

and

Holland Club Announces

centuate “The Swan.” Each
banquet table will have windBridge Game Winners
a five-year long range program
mills in miniature of “The
The Wednesday evening game 0f construction approvedby the
Swan,” constructed from a design submittedby Mrs. RustiMilady’s hat supposedly por- designed by Mrs. William Van- of the Holland Duplicate Bridge district, which now has two elecus. Nut cups, from multi-co- trays her mood and there were denberg Jr. Mrs. J. M. Van j club was won by Mr. and Mrs. mentary schools, Jeffers and
lored satin, in a tulip design all varieties of both to choose Alsburg received the floral cen- David Fies of Gran(j Rapids Holmes and the junior-senior
have been designed and made from at the Easter Bonnet terpiece. Mrs. J.
Ung and , amj Jake Boersma an(j Jack high school, with a full K-12
program.
by Mrs. LeRoy Austin.
Bridge party of the Holland Mrs. Coleman poured. Winners
pi0.Jcant
A district meeting will be held Garden Club at the Woman's of the hat contest received gift Ke>ser oi Mt. neasam.
in Berrien Center, April 8. A Literary Club on Thursday after- certificatesfor hats from three Second place winners were
Mrs.
cooperative dinner will be serv- noon. A dessert tea provided a hat shops. Mrs. Sidney Tiesenga William Baker, Sr. and Carl
ed. The members are remind- pleasant beginning for club and^Mrs.^ Frank Fleischer were Van Raalte north-south, and SuCCUVTlbs Ot 71
ed to provide their own table members and their guests. door hostesses.
Lee Pratt and Jack Lamb, eastSAUGATUCK — Mrs. AnnaHats were divided into three Mrs. William C. Vandenberg
west.
belle G. Greenhalgh, 71, of
Mrs. Jack Shaffer was the re' categories with the prize for Jr. was reelected president for
Mrs. Ivan Wheaton and Mrs. Bradley Rd., Saugatuck, died
cipient of the evening s gift. The
mos^ originalgoing to Mrs. the 1965-66 club year. Other offinext meeting will be at the Carl Cook whose hal typified cers elected were Mrs. Leonard William Wood were third, north Friday evening at her home

Sets

Mood

for

Spring

.
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------
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The newlyweds greeted 100
guests at a reception held in
the Tulip Room of the Hotel
Warm Friend. Reception attendants were Jill Speet, Dave
Dick. Rita Harthorne, Nancy
Denig, Joanne Vivian and Shelley Speet. Music was played by
home of Mrs. Boyce.
the Bi-Du’s of Muskegon.
Followinga wedding trip to

Greenhalgh

S€rv*ce-

^

following a heart attack.

one of the muskrat houses at Dick, first vice president, Mrs. south, while Jack Kirlin and
Mrs. Greenhalgh was the
the new Nature Center. Mrs. Robert Cooper, second vice j James 0onk tied Mr amj Mrs.
daughter of the late Mr. and
Big Rapids the couple - will
H. B. Leach had the prettiest resident; Mrs. Harold Thorn- predrick Richardson for third
Mrs. Samuel Gibson, who lived
make their home at the Arrowhat, a dainty feminine creation ill, recording secretary; Mrs place in the east-west field.
points and Busscher made 29 ganza flower-petal headpiece.
in Fennville.She was a member
head Apartments in Okemos.
in white and Mrs. T. Fredwick Sidney Johnson,treasurer; and The fractional master point
baskets and 20 of 36 free shots She carried a colonial bouquet
of the Congregational Church of
The
bride
attended
Michigan
Mrs.
Henry
W.
Godshalk,
corgame
was
heid
jn
the
CommuniColeman sported a flower pot
for 79 points. He missed three of white roses and pink sweetSaugatuck and a member «f the
with daisies for the funniest responding secretary.Mrs. Ron- ty Hoom 0f the People’s State
heart roses tied with white State University and the groom
games with injuries.
American Legion Auxiliary.
attends Ferris State College and
aid Robinson,chairman of the Branch Bank in the Northgate
hat.
In the tournament loss to ribbons
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
will
be
employed
in
Lansing
Judges were Mrs. William nominating committee present- shopping Center All club games
Her honor attendant,Miss
Zeeland, Farabee added 15
The 60th anniversaryof the
Albert
(Ellen) Oonk of Saugawhile Vizithum had 14 and Vis- Judy Phillips, wore a navy suit while attending Michigan State founding of Rotary was ob- Schrier,Mrs. Paul Mcllwain the slate of officers. Mrs. are open to the public and are tuck; a son, Charles Greenhalgh
and Mrs. R. J. Arendshorst. Thornhill presided during the held on first, third and fifth
ser and Busscher each made with matching bow headpiece University.
served by Holland Rotary Club
of Racine, Wis.; a granddaughPre-nuptial showers were givWednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
seven. Jack Bonham is the and carried a colonial bouquet
members Thursday noon at Almost 100 women attended businessmeeting,
ter, Mrs. Barbara Fiala of Saug~
West Ottawa coach. Vizithum of pink carnationsand pink en by the Mesdames Cal Kon- their weekly meeting at the the gr.’a event with some of
atuck; two grandsons, John
sweetheartroses tied with sil- ing, Donald Van’t Hof, Harvey Hotel Warm Friend.
most unusual Easter bonnets Party Yields $112.80
led the team in fouls with 44.
Mrs. Ida May Tidd
Oonk and Gary Greenhalgh;one
Jalving, K.P. Speet and Ron
ver ribbons.
President Roger Rietberg ever seen. Besides the prize For Muscular Dystrophy
great-grandchild; two brothers,
Succumbs
at
Age
88
Best man was Wally Fudold Nienhuis, the Mesdames Rich- read special greetingsfrom winners there were creations
Harold Gibson of Sherville, Ind.,
ard Speet, Elmer Speet and
representing Easter nests with
of Detroit.
A benefit skating party was PULLMAN - Mrs. Ida May and Samuel Gibson of Evanston,
eggs and chicks and bunnies. held Thursday evening at the Tidd. 88. died Friday at the 111.; one stepbrother,Roy James
For the occasion, Mrs. Speet
Dies in Hospital
Yards of colorful net and broad- Paramount Rollarcade for jun Oak Haven Rest Home at Pull- of Douglas.
selected a navy blue silk sheath
gill reminded Holland Rotarbrimmed straws were the foun- ior high school students from man.
Benjamin Roos, 74, of 112
ians of their club’s twin ideals,
dation for bed.': of flowers.
West Ottawa and E. E. Fell Surviving are two daughters,
Selby Paintings Displayed Service Above Self,” and He
East 20th St., died at Holland James Crazier Attends
Mrs. Robert Cooper was gen- Junior High Schools. Proceeds Mrs. Lloyd Darling of Pull- Mrs. Jellison Hosts
ProfitsMost Who Serves Best ”
Hospital Friday evening follow- Management Course
At Netherlands Embassy
eral chairman assisted by Mrs. of $112.80 were given to the man, Mrs. Charles Bailiff of Au Eta Gamma Chapter
The remainder of the proKen Lakies who made the 'tal- Ottawa County Chapter of the Gies, Mich., and two sons,
ing a lingering illness. He was
Forty water colors of Agnes gram was a slide presentation lies; Mrs. Harry Tueting, the
James C. Crozier,vice presiThe Eta Gamma Chapter of
Muscular Dystrophy.
John and Tom of Elkhart, Ind.;
admitted to the hospital Tuesdent and general manager of Murctoi* Selby of Holland pic- by the Rev. William C. War- tea table centerpiece;Mrs. DonPrizes were awarded to Brian four grandchildrenand 1? Beta Sigma Phi held their
day.
Steketee-VanHuis, Inc., Hol- turing Dutch costumes of prov- ner in which he reviewed his ald Rector, dessert-tea; Mrs. Laarman, Jim Resseguie, Den- 'great - grandchildren; two business and cultural meeting
visits to various parts of the
He was a charter member land, recently returned from a
Jack Glupker, reservations and nis Kole, Jim Visser, Linda , brothers.Clarence Brooks of Monday night at the home of
inces in the Netherlands are
United States in recent years.
of the VFW and a member of week-long management course
Mrs. James Jellison.
prizes.
Letcher, Linda Voss, Paul Mar j Fennville and Chancey Lewis of
the Eagles Lodge. He had serv- for presidentsat Hamilton, N.Y. currently on display at the Points of interest included his
The state convention dates
Bridge prizes for each tableltinez, Pam Nies, Sue Mikula Lawton: a sister. Mrs. Armanin Montrose,
ed in World War I and was The course was given by the Netherlands Embassy in Wash- boyhood
were
announced as Nov. 5-6-7 to
were packets of note paper and Kerry
da Bushee of Fennville.
wounded while serving with the Presidents’Professional Asso- ington, D. C.
Pa., Episcopal Church convocabe held at Jackson. The husPolar Bear unit in Russia.
band and wife debate will be
ciation, a divisionof the AmerMrs. Selby’s prints were on tions in St. Louis and Detroit,
March 15 with Mrs. David
Surviving are the wife, Marie; ican ManagementAssociation. exhibit at the NetherlandsMu- and the Far West and Hawaii.
Rev.
Warner
was
introduced
Erickson and Mrs. Robert
Crozier was one of 41 com- seum during the Tulip Time
one sister» Mrs. John Overway
by the Rev. William C. HilleH a m p s o n representingthe
festival
last
year
and
was
held
of Holland and one sister-in-law, pany executive officers attendwives.
over for the summer. The mu- gonds. Junior Rotariansfor
Mrs. Edward Roos of Kalispel, ing. Only io printing and
The speaker for the evening
seum arrangedto have the wa- March were introduced by Dr.
graphic arts concerns were in
Mont.
was Lynn Campbell of Big
fc
ter colors framed, and dis- Carl S. Cook. They are Dave
attendance at the meetings. The
Dutchman, Inc. The guests were
played them at Northwestern Vander Meulen. Holland ChrisNew Study Group Formed complete roster of the course Michigan College at Traverse tian; Paul Prins, Holland
taken on a tour of Alaska and
representeda cross-section of
the Far East.
City in December. Mrs. Selby’s High; and Bruce Van Huis,
At St Francis de Sales
business and service organizaDessert and coffee were servdaughter,Mrs. Lester Exo, West Ottawa.
ed.
An infonnatiqpstudy club tions from all sections of tbe lives in Traverse City.
Guests for the evening were
group, Our Lady of Mount Car- nation.
Mrs. William Spahr and memmel, has been formed for single
Pair Escape Injury
bers from Nu Phi Mu, Roberta
women of SL Francis de Sales Overisel Couple Honored
As
Truck Overturns
Wise, Mary Van Til and Shirley
Roman Catholic Church and is On 25th Anniversary
Ver Huist.
open to any single woman who

Rotary Club

Marks 60th

Anniversary

!

the “

Benjamin Roos

“ft"! "

;

Nyhof.

home

il

Mrs.

is out of high

school.

.

v
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Two

persons
escaped
injury when the semi
held
Overisel were honored Saturday truck they were riding in over-

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brink

of

:

Rumsey

Dies at

54

The initial meeting was
Mrs. Peter (Esther) Rumsey,
Thursday evening at the home
54, of 4112 58th St., route 1,
evening on the occasion of their turned at 4:29 p.m. Thursday
of Miss Margo Culver with Miss
Holland, died Friday evening
Culver being appointed leader. 25th wedding anniversary. The on M-21 near 76th Ave. east of at her home following a heart
Zeeland.
1 Other appointed officersare
attack. She had been in ill
party was held at the home of
Miss Judy Atwood, treasurer, Mr. and Mrs. John Voorhorst Driver Lawrence Harrold, 80, health for several years and
Ellen Mrok, sec.
of Pontiac, told Ottawa County had undergoneheart surgery in
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Den- deputies a gust of wind caught
1957. She was a member of
along with the nis Top, Mr. and Mrs. Justin the truck’s empty trailer and First Reformed Church and the
study groups, Brink, and Mr. and Mrs. Willis caused him to lose control of Missionaires.
will study from ‘‘God’s People
the vehicle on a patch of ice.
Surviving are the husband;
Brink. A buffet lunch was servat Mass” which deals with the
The truck skidded into the me- one son, David of Holland; two
ed.
liturgicalchanges adopted by
dian of the dividedI highway and grandchildren;three brothers,
Gifts were presented to the turned on its side. Riding with Dr. John H. Meengs of Mishthe Bishops during Vatican
honored couple and the evening Harrold was Louis Bell, 24, also awaka, Ind., Dr. Anthony
Council II.
The- next meeting will be was spent viewing slides by of Pontiac.
Meengs of Santa Ana, Calif,
Thursday with Miss Paula John Voorhorst. The couple has
Deputies Issued a ticket to and William J. Meengs of HolMatchinsky and Miss Mrok act- two children, Leon Brink and Harrold for driving with no oper- land; one sister, Mrs. Kenneth
ing t \ hostesses.
Duane Brink.
a tor’s license on his person.
(Ruth) Crisman of Chicago.

Mrs.

|

St.

At Party

John Honored
in Florida

A party was given in Orlando,
Fla., Wednesday honoringMrs.
George St. John, formerly of
Holland,on ner 79th birthday
anniversary. The party was given by her daughter, Mrs. Lois
Purcell of Holland, who is spending the winter months with her
mother in Florida.

POSTER CONTEST WINNERS -

Earl Vanden

Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Scott and Urey Cobb,
all
and Mr.
{!l of Holland,,?nd
*fr* and
ind
Mrs.
S01- Earl
®ar‘ Barkley, Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley
Mrs
Stanley Barkley and Mr.
andMre
Ralph!FalUbee of Orduring Health and Safety
and Mrs. Ralph
Safety
(Penna-Sas photo)
nhoto) Undo.
| (Penna-Sai

Ron Schultz,third and Glenn Diekeraa, first.
Bosch (right), district chairman of the
All are from Troop 8. Honorable mention was
Scout Health and Safety committee,congratu- given Jp Mike Moore, Tmop 43 and Greg Hulselated winners of the poster contestheld during bos. Troop 44. The posters were displayed in

Boy

Win-

Week.

Scout Health and Safety Week, Feb. 22-28.
variousHolland stores
ners (left to right) were Keith Raak, second;

01

Land Owners

serve is teachff alde^ aad SfP»]
iors to have classroom training.

leri

Donald Rohkk, elementary

Hired for

NewTerm
. Contracts for three new teach-

1

ers for the 1965-66 school year
were approved by the Board of
Education at its monthly meeting Monday night in the high

Again Appeal

school art consultant,called atthat March is Children’s
Art Month, and presented board
members with examples of elementary art to bang In their offices, in some cases the work
done by their own children.
Rohlck said some 25 downtown
merchantswere exhibitingsamples of elementary artwork, that j I
Herrick Public Library had arranged for an exhibit and that
all elementary schools have displayed art in halls, gymnasiums
and in classrooms.

Dr. John Hollenboch

Hollenboch

who

,

To Teach

substituteteaching in local pubthe last two years.
She will teach social studies in
E E Fell Junior High School.
Mrs. Jacob is the former Bar
hara Vander Werf of Holland

who was graduated from

Hol-

land High School in 1960 and
received an A B degree from
Hope College in 19W She will
teach secondaryschool English
and or French Her husband
receivedan A B. degree from
Hope College in 1963 and by

in

y modnvin

,

Hope College last January. She 15 at 7:30 pm. for a program
has three children and has done on special education. Dr. Rich* '
lic schools

to start

1

UyUblUVIU

county history followed.

The 80 landowners in

TIE FOR

Will Retain

'Rusty Iron Curtain'

Crash Claims

Joel Studio

ar, will prepare papers that will

and

•

,

Dr

m

announced.

-school.
^
m

iibrary ^ the high face

abroad All students

"The Iron Curtain is

Holland

a

lege "There is

Hope
chance

for

Eastern

Europe ”

Vander Werf

in tached garage, $11,393; self,

spoke at

a

Michigan InternationalRelations

Western Yugoslavia are re- contractor
Supt. Donald Ihrman. who has quired to study English
Jay Lankheet, 430 West 21st Club Conference held on Hope's
worked on revisions with Prin- they are keenly interested in St., build partition,$200; self, campus Saturday, where student and faculty represencipal Fred S. Bertsch Jr., said American
contractor

-

and

parties

Beniamin

ucnjumm

Currnmhc
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Dr

Milton Yinger, Oberlin Col-

mv.

Dr. Bernard Veenstra, medi-

!
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SERVICE DIRECTORY
,

- LET THESE EXPERTS HELP YOU |

United States’ West German
policy, asserting that our efforts

i

to strengthen that country ham-

1

PEERBOLT
SHEET METAL CO.

per the establishment of good
relationswith Eastern Europe
He said the eastern Europeans
j

WELL DRILLING

OUN

the horrors
wrought by the Germans in
World War II. and do not unstill remember

Pump*, motor*, »alet, tervice
and repair*. Lawn and Form

rearming them
He said that too often we allow the West Germans to veto
our proposals for better relations with Eastern Europe
While they attempt to refrain
us from trade with these nations. they move in and establish very profitable economic
relationswith them
Dr Yinger concurred, and
added that the memories of
Munich (referring to appeasement before the outbreak of

War

II

i

were

stuck'’ in our minds.

He

proposals these countries adopt

AIR CONDITIONING
19 E. 6th

St.

Ph. EX 2-9728

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE INC.
8th

Is

Our Busineu

HAMILTON

and

& WASHINGTON

Mfg.& SUPPLY Co.
EX 6-4693 — HOLLAND

Rewinding
Boll

&

Sleeve Bearings

Installation & Service

ON POWER EQUIPMENT
Distributors tor

WAGNER MOTORS
Cracker-Wheeler Motors
Gates V-Belts
Sheaves

—

declared

PHONE

EX 4-4000

LANGEJANS

£

ran-

|

at Seventh St. and Pine Ave.
early Saturday.

Police said cars owned by
John Gerada, of Detroit, and
David K. Forsgren, of 881 88th
Ave., Zeeland, were entered by
thieves.A suitcase,suit, sweater, trousers and spotlightwere
taken from Gerada’s car. police said. The thieves took a
bowling bag and ball, pair of
shoes and one hubcap from
Forsgren s auto.
The two thefts were reported
to police within 15 minutes of
each other about 1 a.m. today.
Gerada said his car had been

parked near the

PILINGS IN PLACE

—

Workmen are shown Monday

driving the lost of 14 pilings which will support the service

carrying pedestrian traffic from the Windmill Island parking

completed in about two weeks. Each piling is driven 16

area to the mill site. The windmill's cap is slated to be
put in place Thursday, and work is already started on the
Post House. Barely visible behind the trees in the background is the mill "De Zwaan" and to the left is the canal

feet into the ground and will support 10 tons. Pilings will

over which the service bridge and footbridge will pass.

Work on the deck of the bridge
expected to begin next week and is expected to be

bridge at Windmill Island
is

be

driven Hits

week

for the authenticDutch drawbridge

(Sentinel photo)

f

intersection

from midnight until 12:45 a.m.,
and Forsgren told police his
car had been parked there from
about 9:30 p.m. Friday until
1 a m. today.

Boadicea was a British queen

time of the Emperor
Nero. She led a gallant but
In the

unsuccessful revolt against the

Roman rulers.

RESIDENTIAL

AU Makes

BRIGGS-

STRATTON
ft WISCONSIN
ft CLINTON

CUSHMAN
TECUMSEH LAWSON
ft

ft

—

—

. HEAVY SHEET METAL
WORK
t AIR CONDITIONING —

JACOBSEN

sacked a pair of automobiles

—

COMMERCIAL

Service
For

Holland police were seeking
the thief or thieves who

INDUSTRIAL

Prompt. GuaranteedService

Reliable Cycle
202 EAST 8TH ST.

•
•

EX 2-3195

roofing

ALUMINUM
SIDING
HOLLAND
READY
ROOFING

No lob Too Large or Too Saafl

ENGINE PARTS

From Parked Automobiles

159 RIVER AVE.

PHONE

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial — Residential

LAWN MOWER
and

BARBER FORD

GENERAL1 CONTRACTOR
and HOME BUILDER

conquer" policy many seemed

Thieves Steal Articles

R.E.

PHONE EX 2-9051
125 HOWARD AVI.

38 W. 34th St. Ph. EX 4-8983

himself a pacifist, said he did
not agree with the "divide and
to be advocating. "We are pull-

Quality Workmanship

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK

fiSK
HAROLD

Repairing

relations with

them, he said, we turn them
back toward the U. S. S. R.

Dr Branch, who

Water

assert-

determinewhich of their own

By refusing

HEATING

"too

ed that many differentpolicies
are proposed in eastern European nations,and that the policy of the U. S. does much to

BUMP SHOP

irrigation, industrial supplies.

derstand our country's policy in

World

1

urday night or early Sunday at
R E. Barber Inc., 159 River
they will move in after capital- cal examiner, said the man suf- Ave
fered severe scalp lacerations Holland detectives said the
ism falls of its own weight.”
and fractures.An autopsy was thieves cleaned out the drawer
Dr. Hollenbachalso criticized
scheduled today.
of a cash register in the auto
the "divide and conquer” pol- Train engineer Miles Dwyer
firm's office. The breakin was
icy. agreeing with Abrams that
of Muskegon told city police he discovered about noon Sunday.
our aim should be to help peo- jammed on the brakes of the
Detectives said the burglars
ple, not merely combat Com- locomotive when he saw the
entered the building through a
munism to protect our own in- Hadra car approaching. D. window at the rear of the firm's
terests.He advocated that we Yeaw, also of Muskegon, was service departmentand got into
put more emphasis on "human- conductor.There were stop signs the office through a door conitarianismin the Christian on both sides of the double necting the office with the servein.”
track at the crossing.
vice department.

.

(Gloria) Hibma of Holland, Mrs Hold Regular Meeting
long as room was available, the 0(1
Herbert (Lois) Wiersma of HolThe regular meeting of the
board instructedthe superintenland Survivors also include five Kiwanis Club was held Monday
dent to inform Federal district Two Holland Youths
stepchildren.
Lawrence evening with Rhine Vander
that seventh and eighth grad Charged After Fight
(Vivian) Harrison and Mrs Clif- Meulen. president, conducting
ers would be accepted, so long
as room is available.There are
Joe Rozales, 18. of 246 East ford (Edith) Gaines of Holland, the meeting Norman Dodge is
35 to 38 Federal youngsters in Ninth St , pleaded guilty to Mrs. Edward (Ruthi Hofstee program chairman,
Mark Vander Ark, superinthe two grades. The board was charges of carrying an illegal and Miss Bea Benjamin
informed that there is sufficient knife and disorderly conduct, Grand Rapids, and Mrs Gordon tendent of Christian Schools.
room in E. E. Fell Junior High and John Duran, 19, of 198 East Benjamin of Holland; 30 grand and William Lamb, members
13th St., pleaded guilty to dis- children; 11 great-grandchildren c( the publicitycommittee for
School.
Supt. Ihrman also read a com- orderly conduct at their arraign- four brothers John Stasik and the new Holland Christian High
munication from Arthur C. Hills ment in Municipal Court today. Louis Stasik of Chicago. Walter School fund campaign, spoke
The youths were released on Stasik of Fennville.and Charles on the topic ' W'hat the expanof Grand Valley State College in
the matter of preliminaryar- their own recognizance and are Stasik of New Richmond, four sion plan of Holland Christian
rangements for selected GVSC to return for sentencing March sisters,Mrs Josie Sobczak of High School means to the com18. The pair was arrested by Inglewood.
Calif , Mrs Anna munity "
students majoring in
_
to have teacher training in Hoi- Holland police following a fight Short. Mrs. Clara Sikorski and
Special guest was Rhine Petland public schools. The pro- i at a church parking lot on 11th Mrs. Helen Baia. all of Chica- tinga. campaign manager for
the Christian school fund drive.
gram calls for GVSC juniors to St. Saturday night,
go

education

gravediggeris not the murderer. The Communists assume

opened the conference in the
afternoonwith an illustrated
report on their trip to Yugoslavia last year. In a symposium following an evening banquet in Durfee Hall. Dr. Irwin
Abrams. Antioch College; Dr.
Morris Branch, Albion College;

^

T’

owners. Awards at that time
averaging$60 to a top of $200
an acre, were promptly ap-

mean when he said ‘we will
senger train and was carried
bury you?’ In their writings,
Burglars Empty Cash
tatives from several Great
along a full block. Hadra was
Lakes Colleges Association Marx and Lenin say nothing thrown from the car and his Drawer at R.E. Barber
about destroying capitalism,for
schools met to discuss U. S.
they assume that capitalism body found about 110 feet north
Burglars made off with an
relations with Eastern Europe.
will collapse on its own. The of Taylor. He was dead on ar- estimated $150 in a breakin SatDr. and Mrs Vander Werf
rival at MunicipalHospital

literature.

the new program provides for Dr. Hollenbachwas dean of Bert Zoet. 21 East 16th St.,
greater flexibility and brings American University in Cairo cupboards in kitchen, $225, J.
Prins, contractor.
into dearer focus the needs of in 1955 through 1957.
Manche Henry, 35 East 19th
vocational education,
St., ceiling in bathroom. $83;
lariy the expanded program kij.Nick Ter Voort, contractor
which is being designed to cor- ,VUi*
Berle Van Dyke, 156 East
relate vocation education in Hoi
nf 7^
13th St, enlarge bathroom.
land. West Ottawa and Zeeland JULLUlllUi Ul / J
$525; Nick Ter Voort, contracUnder the revised system, all
Mrs. Sophia M. Benjamin,75, tor.
students will have a guidance
Herman Vande Maat. 215
period every day insteadof four of 105 East 14th St . died Mondays a week This means
........ ...... ........ rhigh school students will gather ^ followinga short illness. She foards' "hew„ ™do*
every' day a. . am. in the field- has
/Holland resldent for
«•*>• *“• ™"-

Original awards of $315,000
in July of 1963 were whittled
down to $190,800 last July 26,
following an appeal by land-

-

Col-

real understanding between the.
United States and

erty.

Young Driver

getting

rusty,” said Dr. Calvin Vander
Werf, presidentof

the

fringe area contended from the
first that the $75 an acre offered them as compensation
was not enough for value of
"gas in place” on their prop-

pealed
Allegan attorney John Nahan,
following settlement announce,
ments, again immediatelyfiled
notice of appeal on behaif of
his landownerclients.
ing them to our side because
Leo W. Hoffman, Allegan, has
we think we have the only
represented the power company
right answer.” he said. "We
GRAND HAVEN
Grand during the three years of liticherish pluralistic standards in
Haven city’s first fatal accident I gallon.
our own culture; why shouldn’t in three years occurred at 10:40 I The three-manspecial court
we in the world? .... 1 don't p.m. Sunday whtfn Nicholas commission,who had to hear
agree that the Communists are Mathew Hadra, 21. of 1575 Fifth, all arguments and pore over
out to destroy capitalism.”
Muskegon, was fatally injured millions of words of testimony
Dr. Abrams said he agreed in a car-traincrash at the Tay- in the case, is composed of
Benjamin Cibock, Walter Morthat the Communists were not lor St. crossing.
bent on destroyingcapitalism
His car was struck broadside ris and Harland Paradine,ad
"What did Krushchev really by a northboundC and O pas- Allegan county residents.

High School

music

•#;.

game.

Car-Train

lege; Dr. John Hollenbach.
21 >'ears 81,0 owned ! City of Holland. City Halh fire
cent. Meanwhile a survey is in blocks of one. two, three and and operated the Ebenezer Rest escape. $667; Witteveen Bros., Hope College and Dr Vander
being conducted to determine
Werf discussed “U. S. Policy
Home m Holland from m9 unU conHartor
^
four-hour periods
the needs of vocational protoward Eastern Europe.”
Ihrman said experience has
grams in the areas.
Dr. Abrams criticized the ReM",ng'
Supt. Ihrman presented a let- shown that shorter periods of- Ifo
tener in such subjects as
$2,500, H Langejans,contrac- publican policy of avoiding coter from the Federal district
operativerelationships with
and typing are more desirable Church.
Board of Educationasking that
Surviving are 11 children. Jane Plagenhoef. 302 East Communist countries as being
than long blocks, but that the
the Holland district accept sev11th St. celling tile in living "utterlyfoolish.”He commenddesirable long blocks in labora- Mrs. Harlen Mane) Frazer of
enth and eighth graders for
and
dining roomsj $200; Les
ed President Johnson s efforts
tory and vocational work will
1965-66, the Federal district to
Fennville,Jimmie Jimsc of Mi" \Vi6rsrn3 contrsctor
be retained.
to "build bridges’’between the
pay tuition and provide transFla ; Fred P Nelson of Warden Co., 200 East 17th
The
new
system also allows
„
, U. S
and Eastern Europe
portation.Referring to policies
for some additional course offer- Bremerton,Wash., Robert Nel-|St.. install door and paneling, through economic aid, trade
adopted in May, 1963, which
son of Lander. Wyo . Mrs. Dor-!?200'Kenneth Beelen' contrac* and cultural exchange He said
assured that Federal district
Board
members
are
still
Atwood of Holland, Mrs
we should try to nurture indesudents from 7th to 12th grades
June Van By. 119 East Ninth
would be accepted, and again studying the revisions and will w > (Clara) Maclaine of South St . romedel bathroom, $500. pendence among these nations.
fostering liberalizationthrough
the following year when Har- keep in touch with the admmis- Haven, Paul Nelson of Thiee Bob Kale, contractor.
tration in the next few weeks as Rivers Wliiard NeLson of Holcontact.
rington district was given assurance seventh and eighth scheduling for fall classes be- land Mrs j c {?nsci\\a) pepAbrams also criticizedthe
Kiwanis Club Members
graders would be accepted, so gins and final detailsare work- p|er d Kalamazoo. Mrs Gary

f

rebounds with 189 and had an 8.7 scoringaverage with 131 points. Dc Jonge ler’ in scoring
with 250 for a 16.6 average. The Chix scored
848 points an average 56 points a game while
they picked off 748 rebounds, averaging 53 a
(deVriesStudio photo)

Professors Discuss

ujBw

directorof vocationaleducation.
Myles Runk is coordinator of
trade and industry and Robert
Clark coordinates the distributive education program.
The program calls for costs
to be calculated accordingto
enrollments in the senior dasses. The estimatedcost of the
program is set at $25,660 According to current figures. Holland High would share 47 per
cent of the cost. West Ottawa 30
per cent and Zeeland 23 per

Jonge, Dennis Boeve, Ed Baron. Mark Van
Dort, John De Boer and Jack Elenbaas. The
team voted Boeve the most valuable. He led in

tied for the

Kneeling (left to right) are Jack Geerlings,
Chris Becker. Jerry Blankenstyn, Dave Raterink. Brent Hoffman, Howie Reister and Tim
Dozema. Standing are Kurt De Vries. Dave De

^^e

Block System

a preliminaryreport
. on the
1
area vocational program which
next year will take in Zeeland
High School. West Ottawa High
School has been in the local
program since the spring of
1962. Donald Gebraad serves as

team

Zeeland'sreserve

Grand Valley League championship with Godwin. The two teams
had 6-2 league marks and the Chix finished with
a 10-5 overall record. Norm Schut is the coach.

week. They follow:
ard Guenther, superintendentof
Don Reitman, 1004 College
schools at Hastings, will be the
vice-president
Ave., new house and attached
speaker. He is recognized as a •,ohn ,1(Jllenhachwill teach a
garage, $20,821; self, contracleading authority in the field of
at fhV^rearTakes tor.
special
College Associations Yugoslav Ronald Overbeek. 242 Pine
Seminar in Slovenia, Yugosla- Ave., build cupboards, $100;
self, contractor.
via. Aug. 13 to Sept. 12.
Senior member representa- J. Vander Ven, 33 East 13th
tive of the GLCA, Dr. Hollen- St., panel bath and build cabbach, at the requestofDr Irwin inet, $200; Ken Beelen, conAbrams, director of the Semin- tractor.

education.

CHAMPIONSHIP -

basketball

filed last

be the basis for discussioncon- Photography,326 River Ave
cerning the trends in American partitionfor photography, $600;
next June will complete requireThe block system will continue literatureas related to Ameri- self, contractor
28 West 15th
ments for a master s degree in . u0|iand
but with can society.
Paul Fried. John Veenman.
Veehma^^^wesMbtn
special education at Western Hollan(i Hl8h bc"00
director0f' internationalstudies. St., bathroom and kitchen,$500;
Michigan University. He will some revisions,it was decided
I self, contractor.
teach special education.
at a monthly meeting of the
Dr. Hollenbach is highly con- Five Star Lumber Co., 36
Supt Ihrman also^presented Board of Education Monday versant with problems students West 28th St., new house and at-

—

Consumers Power Company
condemnationproceedings on land located in the
"buffer xone” of their Overisel
gas storage field. The longest
llegal proceedings in A
1 e g a n
for

Thirty-fourpermits for $48,560
were issued for alterationsand
repairs. These included 21 for
residentialalterationsfor $12,760; three for commercial for
$5,800; and one for industrial
for $30,000.
Applications for 16 permits
for $39,914in constructionwere

in

Thomas JeffersonPrincipal
attended Carroll W. Norlin invited the
Central College in Pella, la board to a special PTA meetreceived an A R. degree from ing in Jefferson School March

Hudsonville.
Mrs. Ten Clay,

It was three years ago that
the court issued its first order
of necessity making it possible

pool.

gift of $75 from Holland
Wire Products was acknowledgGeorge F. Jacob of Holland who
ed with thanks.

damag-

es and interest marked an anniversary of sorts in Allegan
probate court Monday.

Seven permits for $109,115
were issued for new houses during the month.
Two permits for non-residential buildingswere given. These
included one for $54,700 for the
Windmill Island posthouse, and
one for $8,000 for an enclosed

A

Filing of $216,

130.82 in compensation,

during February.

9

Board Secretary Harry FrisThe new teachers are Mrs. J. sel reported receiving $128,830
Lucile Ten Clay, of iM West 11th in state aid, representing oneSt., wife of the Rev. Henry Ten
sixth of the year’s allotment.

have taught the past year

ALLEGAN -

Forty-two building permits for

a total of $220,375 in construction were issued by City Building Inspector Gordon Streur

school library.

Clay of Western Theological
Seminary, and Mr and Mrs.

Allegan

In

Ken

Russell's
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Refrigeration and
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Air Conditioning

HELI-ARC WELDING
EAVES TROUGHING
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AIR

HOLLAND
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PHONE

TEMP
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EX 2-3394

Salat
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82 EAST 8TH ST.

and

Service

COLUMBIA AVE.

Phone EX 4-8902
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Reimmk's

"Dependable”
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EAVES TROUGHING
ALUMINUM — ASBESTOS
INSULATED SIDINGS
Your Local Roofart
For Over 50 Yeor«
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—

moot
ROOFINC
29 B. 6th St. Ph. EX 2-3824
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS

COMPLETE PLUMBING

396 Lakewood Bird.

«d HEATING SERVICE

“ERNIE" Ph. EX 4-4363
"HIRK" Ph. EX 4-8431
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Raiidantial . Commercial

304 Lincoln Phh. EX 2*9447

